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Past Premier Mendes-France 
Ponders Chanf!inl! Democracy 
by Rosy Metrailer '66 
.....,......,,._,........._____ _ that they can not be considered indi-
vidually. Thus comes the age of or-
ganized progress - the Plan. The 
chief economic aim is progress, and 
as this is a collective aim which con-
cerns all those in a democratic so-
iety, it can neither be inflexible nor 
be concentrated in the hands of a 
small group. "When balance between 
the government organs operates no 
longer, there is no longer democ-
Four Run for CG Presidency, 
Explain Views of Office, Goals 
Plerre Mendes-France &: Miss Clapp racy." 
"It seems kind of paradoxical that 
I should have been asked to speak in 
an American college about democra-
cy!" 
Ba>e Policy on Democracy 
The underlying thesis in all M. 
by Susan Pillsbury '66 
Four girls have reached the next-
to-last stage on the way to the Wei· 
lesley College Government Presi-
dency. Today and tomorrow students 
have the oportunity to decide which 
one of the finalists, Debbie Davis. 
Gage Heath, Shelley Parry or Diane 
Sawyer, will be presiding over Sen-
ate meetings i!l '66-'67. 
Next term's Senate President must 
cope with one problem which her re-
cent predecessors have not had to 
face. She will be working with the 
outgoing administrative president as 
well as her successor. 
Confident 
Each candidate is taking this prob-
lem into consideration and is confi-
dent she has the qualifications to ful-
fill the difficult role. Debbie Davis, 
Vil Junior in Munger, believes her 
qualifications to be "flexibility, ex-
perience and initiative." 
This was the opening statement of 
the Honorable Mendes-France, former 
Premier of France, in his talk last 
Tuesday night in Alumnae Hall about 
the problems his government now 
faces in maintaining a truly demo-
cratic government in the face of the 
changing economic requirements of 
an industrial society. Perhaps the 
predominant impression left on his 
audience by this distinguished speak-
er, one of the most outspoken critics 
of "the personal government" of 
President DeGaulle, was his ideal-
ism, his optimism about the direction 
of democracies in the future. 
Mendes-France's remarks is that 
whereas autocratic governments can 
force a rigid plan on their societies 
because individuals are given no 
choice but submission, democracies 
can not do this and remain demo· 
cratic because the success of col-
lective progress depends upon volun-
tary cooperation among all their citi-
zens - who are producers and con-
sumers alike. Certainly the govern-
ment can offer special inducements 
for cooperation, but their main task 
is to educate and excha'lge informa-
tion with individuals so that all can 
understand the benefits of collective 
action and participate accordingly. 
Debbie points to her work as CG 
Treasurer, Chairman of the Vil Jun-
ions and initiator of the present Grey 
Book changes and poll, as evidence of 
her capability. She feels the job of 
President of Senate is o:ie of "initiator 
rather than mediator." Refusing to 
tic herself down to specific "cam-
paign promises," Debbie wants to be 
able, if elected, to give priority in 
CG to student complaints as they 
become important. 
College liu\•crnmcut Prcs1dc11tial Candidates: n. to r.) To9: Diane Sawyer, 
l>ebby lJav1s. Bottom: Shellev Pcrr.v, Cia~c Heath. 
Balance Indispensable 
The main problem in France today, 
he said, is to achieve the participa-
tion of all in advancement. The 
people are losing democracy by sur-
rendering all their affairs to one man, 
to a government which has bt.-come 
one of experts and professionals. The 
main difference between himself and 
President DeGaulle he summarized 
succinctly: "All I have said up to 
now, I think General DeGaulle does 
not think to say! " 
Political Interest 
Debbie, a native of Shrewsbury. 
M. Mendes-France posited two 
main theses in his discussion of what 
his government and other democra-
cres must do to meet the exigencies 
of an economics becoming increas-
ingly technical and incomprehensible 
to the common man. The first of 
these is the absolute necesity of 
balance and constant dialogue betwen 
the executive and representative or-
gans of government. The balance be-
tween these two has always been pre-
carious in European countries, he 
said, and sometimes power has been 
concentrated wholly in the executive, 
in one man - as in the 5th Repub-
lic of France today. 
Hillel Seeks Campus Opinion 
On '66 Opening Class Dates 
The role of the state in economic 
matters has long been a controver-
sial question, he said, "but the fact 
remains that no governments today 
can stand apart from their countries' 
economic life." In modern France, 
as opposed to the United States, such 
intercessions have been so numerous 
by Susan Sprau '68 
During the past three weeks W!!l-
lesley 's Hillel Organization and News 
have voiced objections to the opening 
of 1966~7 classes on Rosh ha-Shanah. 
The following excerpt from President 
Clapp's letter to Sarah Smith '67, 
President of Hillel, summarizes o:ie 
suggestion for alleviating the conflict 
Senate Adds~Student Opinion' 
To Regular Portion of Agenda 
Jewish girls will face next fall be-
tween attending the first 2 days of 
classes or religious services. 
"What I am doing for next Sep-
tember is to ask the deans lo see lo 
it that someone speak to the entire 
freshman class at a meeting on their 
first days here, explaining the prob-
lem. our regret that it exists, the 
propriety of attending to one's relig-
ious devotions, and the means of get-
ting another student to give one notes 
on what one misses." 
Technical Difficulties 
During an interview with News last 
week, Sarah noted that allowing Jew-
Connecticut, is a political science 
major who hopes to teach American 
history. This summer she will work 
in the Washington Internship pro-
gram. 
Gage Heath. McAfee, considers 
herself to be "conversant with the 
issues." As qualification for hold mg 
the office of CG President, Ga).(c 
points to a record of executive experi-
ence. Before coming to Wellesley. the 
Sherborn. Mass., junior was elected 
head of the New England Student 
Government Association 1 for private 
schools in New England and New 
York.) 
Lengthy Service 
Her activities at Wellesley include 
service as class dorm rep on the Mc-
Afee House Council for 3 years, as 
secretary of C.G., for a term as 
chairman of this year's Freshman 
Week, and as stage manager for Ju-
nior Show. Gage is majoring in Eng-
lish and pla!1S to teach elementary 
school upon graduation. 
Shelley Parry from Summit, New 
Jersey, feels that any student in the 
College Theater 
Chekhov's 
Barbara Elderr '66 I In other business Lora Benjamin ish students to miss classes does not 
A lively discussion in Senate Feb. 9 '67, bursar, reported that a confer- solve the whole problem. Technical Associate Professor W. Warren Wa-
ended with a decision to add an item ence fund has been established which difficulties remain. Hillel is now ask- gar, of the Department of History, 
called "Student Opinion" at the end will pay the registration fees of stu- ing permission to send out religious and freshmen Na'lcy Herron and 
of each agenda. dents who wish to attend conferences preference cards to freshmen before Marilyn Lawley will take leading 
This new addition will give the pertaining to the specific interests of orientation so that Hillel may esti- roles in the Wellesley College Theatre 
student members of Senate a chance a campus organization For Term I mate the num™:r of girls who will I p~oduction of A~ton Chekhov's Thr~e 
to air some of the problems with of next year $300 will be earmarked need transportation to synagogues. Sisters, performmg February 25-26 m 
which they are constantly confronted. for the fund; establishment of the Joan Manheimer '68. Hillel Exec- Alumnae Hall. Mr. Paul R. Barstow, 
In Wednesday night's discussion top- fund came after a request by Rosy utive Board member, said syna- Director of Theatre, will direct the 
ics ranging from questions concern- Metrailer '66, president of Forum, at gogucs are usually filled to production designed by Mr. Henry 
ing the purpose of and need for sign- the last Senate meeting. capacity on Hosh ha-Shanah, just E. Scott III, Design Director or the 
outs to complaints about lack of Diane Sawyer '67, junior vice-pres- as churches are well attended on Wellesley College Theatre. 
informal meetings with boys on an ident, reported that the constitutions Easter. Joan added, "I can conceive Mr. Wagar will take the role of the 
intellectual level to concer!l for class- of all campus organizations have now of a situation where temples in the high school teacher Kulygin whom 
room attitude were mentioned. been revised Senate voted to accent Bo~ton area arc filled and ,,c·ll have one of the ~isters, Masha, married 
A Voicing of Problems the constitutio:i of the American Field to ask permission to stay home to when she was eighteen. "when he 
The "Student Opinion" is meant to Service to establish a club here. attend services and register late." seemed to her to be the most bril-
be. at the moment at least, no more The major discussion of Senate Significant Holiday liant of men," Masha, played by 
than a voici!lg of the problems. Un- once more focused on an evaluation With respect to the events leading Nancy Herron. engages in a poig-
like the other matters on the agenda of its own role in the community. up to Miss Claop's Jetter, Sarah com- nant love affair with Colonel Versh-
no immediate solution will be sought This time the evaluating process was mented. "Our discussions with the ' ini!l, battery commander in the regi· 
in most cases and no vote will be • stimulated by the question of whether administration gave us the impres- ment whose presence dominates the 
taken. The purpose of the time is to Student Education Committee should sion that they were not fully aware I life of the provincial capital wh~re 
attempt to break down the barriers become more closely allied with Sen- of the imnortance and meanim~ of the action of the play is set. Vershm-
between faculty and administration ate. Barbara :\Iunson '66, chairman this holiday." She said ''Miss Clapp in is played by Edwin McDonough 
on the one hand and students on the of S.E.C., attempted to answer this 
1 
and Miss McPherrin were aware that remembered by Wellesley audiences 
other by letting each know the prob· I question with a report of S E .C.'s this holiday was of some importance I for his performances this year as 
!ems of the other. Co111i1111ccl on pafle ffre Co11ti1111cd 011 page six Shannon in The Night of the Iguana 
Wellesley College system who has an 
"intense interest .. is capable of being 
C.G. President, and she is out to 
prove it. Iler ow:1 political back-
ground hos bt·Pn dorm-oriented. She 
is presently serving as .Junior Class 
Hep and Secretary-Treasurer for Da-
vis. 
Social Worker 
An English major who has worked 
in the publishing business in Wash-
i:igton, Shelley has also done social 
work in her hometown of Summit, 
New .Jersey. She hopes to go into the 
Peace Cori>s. 
Diane Sawyer, an English major 
in Severance, describes herself as 
"politically inclined," and hopes to 
work in Washingto!l in the future. 
She believes that the office of C.G. 
President requires an "enthusiasm 
thal translates itself into energy" 
and is willing to give this. 
Energy Necessarv 
According to Diane this enthusias-
tic "attitude" of the President's is 
the most important thing in determin-
Continued on page seven 
Rehearses 
c-Three Sisters' 
and as the Father in Six Characters 
In Sear<'h Of An Author. 
Loveless Marriage 
Irina, youngest of the three sisters 
and jusl twenty when the play begins. 
will be acted by Marilyn Lawley. 
Finally abandoni!lg her dream of a 
return to glamorous Moscow at the 
end of the play's cycle of four years, 
Irina consents to a loveless marriage 
with the admirable but unattractive 
Baron Tuzenbach. But the Baron is 
killed in a duel with his rival Captain 
Solyony. John Murnane plays the 
Baron and Christopher Brooks por-
C 0111i1111ed 011 page sei·e11 
... 
1,075 members of the student 
body have signed up to fast for 
Operation Exodus M~n .. Feb. 21, 
Peggy Howurd of the Civil Rights 
Group reported today. This will 
mean $537.00 will be sent to Op. 
eration Exodus to aid the bossing 
of Negro children from racially 
Imbalanced schools. 
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Shattering the Image 
The human mind has a penchant toward ab-
straction; it runs frantically after generalizations 
and labels. Experts in public relations, exploiting 
this inevitable tendency of the public to form an 
image of an institution, are able to develop and 
play up facets of that institution that will encour-
age favorable public opinion. Aside from being 
inevitable, it is necessary that an institution have 
a public image so as to give its customers an idea 
of just what it is they are dealing with. The dan-
ger of all this, though, lies in the possibility that 
the image projected may scarcely relate to the real-
ity of that institution. In such a case, customers 
are deceived and members of the institution are 
forced into hypocritical stances. 
Similarly, it is inevitable that Wellesley Col-
lege have an image. And an image is necessary 
for the sake of potential students, faculty, and 
benefactors who must have a basis for their choice 
of colleges. No student at Wellesley could expect 
to examine the image that Wellesley projects and 
find herself, because any image must presumably 
be a composite of the diverse elements making up 
the institution. But consider for a moment THE 
WELLESLEY GIRL. In the Aug. 20, 1965 is-
sue, Time Magaine says of us, "Their distinguish-
ing characteristic, in short, is that they don't stand 
out ... (They are) wholesome girls who make 
normal, well-adjusted housewives and civic-mind-
"!d citizens." The 1963 Collegiate Guide to Great-
er Boston quotes the Merchant of Venice concern-
g us: "How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this 
nk." And the Princeton guide calls us "active, 
olesomc, and enthusiastic." 
A few of us may stand a little taller after these 
is, but most seem to sense in them a "damn-
1ith faint praise" and react to them within the 
~ of emotions from amused embarrassment 
1dignation. Looking around campus at friends 
j classmates, we can see interesting people who 
e doing some amazing things; most of us would 
.ot even pretend to know the meaning of words 
like "normal" and "wholesome"; the exception 
among us aspires solely to being a "well-adjusted 
housewife and civic-minded citizen." Nell Fisher 
Grim '57 wrote in reply to the Time article, "We 
have Jr. Leaguers, ' muscle-bounds,' Peace Corps 
women, 'brains,' conformists, and Sally Sweet-
hearts, PLUS Dr. Connie Guion, Santha Rama 
Rau, Madame Chiang and Margaret Clapp." The 
outstanding people we see about us and the ones 
mentioned by Mrs. Grim may be more truly rep-
resentative of Wellesley than the Time, Harvard, 
and Princeton labels quoted earlier, but the fact 
remains that in these labels we are seeing our-
selves as others see us. Why is it that girls repre-
senting a wide variety of backgrounds and ex-
periences come together only to give off an aura 
of inane anonymities? We can assume that the out-
standing alumnae and students of Wellesley are 
merely administrative errors on the part of the 
admissions board. Or we can see more grave im-
plications suggesting that the Wellesley lag is in 
operation here, too - that there is a yawning gap 
between the Wellesley image and the reality that 
it should be representing. Most students who 
choose to come to Wellesley and who arc found 
by the admissions board to possess the necessary 
ingredients of a serious desire to learn for learn-
ing's sake and "fundamental decency" should be 
able to find some sort of correspondence between 
themselves and Wellesley's image. But it would 
seem that such is rarely the case. The danger in-
troduced by the gap between image and reality 
is that of mass alienation of the student body from 
a stereotype they want nothing to do with and the 
destruction of the desire for a community with 
that stereotype as its public image. 
To an extent, we ourselves may actually be re-
sponsible for the great big bland zero we project 
to Harvard and Princeton. But on the other hand, 
the days are pretty much gone when, as in high 
school, we had to protect the egos of the boys 
by hiding our intellectual lights under bushels. 
Most men worthy of the name respect, nay re-
quire, intelligence in women. Rather, the gap be-
tween image and reality at Wellesley can better be 
accounted for by the existence of a second gap -
that between the academic and social spheres A 
liberal arts education has failed if it docs not 
lead a student to question, to experiment, to de-
spair, to aspire, to rejoice, to reject. But when we 
at Wellesley would like to put our educations _to 
use experimenting in realms other than academic, 
we arc only too conscious of the conflict b~twccn 
the academic independence and aggressiveness 
urged upon us and the passive conformity to out-
dated social conventions forced upon us by the 
social regulations. These social regulations at 
Wellesley are in drastic need of updating. They 
are based on and arc designed to perpetuate an 
image of Wellesley students that no longer per-
tains to the reality of those students. When rules 
are incomprehensible to the ruled and change ap-
pears impossible, those rules are broken. l_'he sm 
of "improper" lodging in the Boston area 1s now 
compounded by the breaking of a _n.~le to _en&age 
in it. Eliminating such anachronistic gu1delmes 
as the Boston area arrangement would do more 
toward maintaining our image in Boston as honest 
women than would the preservation of a rule that 
is broken repeatedly. Likewise, let's revamp an-
other official policy to bring it into accord with the 
unofficial one: students at Wellesley know that the 
world has things to offer that Wellesley doesn't, 
and that transportation from Wellesley to any-
where is a major undertaking. Cars on campus 
would change the entire character of the campus, 
and so be it. More people would go more places 
to do more things to have more experiences to 
share. 
When a single student proposes to engage in 
an activity of questionable merit and is to be spe-
cifically designated a representative from Welles-
ley College, as was the case this fall when a stu-
dent was asked to cheerlead at a Boston Patriots 
game, then the college is within its rights in pro-
tecting its image by refusing her request. But 
when many students, whom the admissions board 
has found to possess the "fundamental decency" 
and "sense of right and wrong" necessary for ad-
mission, are acting as individuals, the college is 
out of place in designating what their course of 
action should be. When the image determines 
the regulntions and the regulati<¥ls attempt to mold 
the student to the image, something is wrong. 
Rules should relate to the realities of the ruled and 
the image should arise from the best aspects to 
this reality. The image should be a viable one that 
adapts itself to the students as they reflect the 
changing times. Revision of the rules, with the ac-
companying adaptation of our image, is in order 
now - not only for the peace of mind of the stu-
dents who arc forced into hypocrisy of one sort or 
another from the impossibility or being true both 
to themselves and to the rules of Wellesley. but 
also for the sake of the waning sense of commun-
ity at Wellesley. 
While 1 here's Still 1 i1ne 
Perhaps the most exciting aspect of the cur-
riculum change instituted this year is the oppor-
tunity for every student to carry out an independ-
ent project in her area of concentration in Term 
III of her junior year. It is ironic that within two 
weeks all juniors must select programs for next 
year, and honor students must submit 370 topics 
for approval by the Curriculum Committee, while 
many students have little idea of the nature and 
requirements of the much more immediate 290 
project. 
The desire on the part of the Administration 
to allow the individual departments maximal au-
tonomy in directing 290, and the wish of the de-
partments themselves to encourage flexibility and 
experimentation on the part of the students pro-
vides a sound reason for saying as little as possible 
on the subject. This is the trial year for 290; the 
outcome of next term's program will provide 
guidelines for the future. 
Though very much in favor of 290, News fore-
sees some difficulties which might occur since 
this is the first independent project most juniors 
will pursue. We urge that departments hold meet-
ings with junior majors this term to make gen-
eral suggestions. Students should be required to 
state their plans before spring vacation, but the 
opportunity to modify or alter these plans should 
be permitted them. 
Assignment of 290 advisors varies according 
to department. In some cases certain faculty mem-
bers have been delegated to the 290 project. In 
other departments students arc to consult their 
regular advisors. The ideal, which is being car-
ried out in departments with only a few majors. is 
to assign students to advisors who are most cap-
able of aiding them with their particlar topics. 
While we understand that students are to work on 
their own, with only minimal direction, we feel 
that they should be able to freely consult faculty 
members other than their own advisors when prob-
lems arise. We urge fairness so that small and 
large departments will offer roughly similar treat-
ment to interested students. 
Learning independently is a worthwhile and 
often a fascinating experience. Communicating 
this learning experience to others doing similar 
work can be even more exciting. Students should 
be made aware of the projects being handled by 
the other majors in her department so that in-
formal seminars can be arranged. if they so desire. 
As one particular department chairman put it, 
290 gives the student "her only chance to go mad 
- there's no limit as to what can be achieved." 
We hope that students and•faculty members alike 
will consider the vast possibilities for informative, 
challenging, and creative work so that the program 
will realize its highest potential for the greatest 
number of participants. 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Editorial Bulletin Board 
Genesis of a Coffee House 
In the beginning a room was created. And they saw that it was 
good. 
And they said: Let music abound within these four walls. And 
music was practised therein. And they saw that it was ... music. 
Later they said: let there be furniture bought and sold that the 
poor may live in second-hand comfort and let music be housed in 
other rooms. And they saw that this was profitable as well. 
And they said: Let there be a respite from library toils and a 
comfortable exile from the traffic of the El Table. And let there be 
reunited the music and furniture which once lived in the room. And 
they saw that it was good. 
And they did not rest, but did declare: Let there be an alterna-
tive to Hojo's and the Well. And let there be a home for those out-
side the societies of this community. 
And they decreed: Let there be light until 12 :45 on Friday 
and Saturday nights. And it was good. 
No '"Indian-Giving' 
As a result of persistent inquiry, News has finally ascertained 
a clear statement of the college's present policy on recording junior 
honors standings. (Sec story on page 6). These standings, an-
nounced at convocation, will be typed permanently on the transcript 
in the space marked "junior honors" as "Wellesley College Scholar 
standing" or "Durant Scholar standing." While we agree that the 
titles of honor themselves should be conferred only at Commence-
ment (like cum laude), on the basis of cumulative sophomore-senior 
grades, we think it unfair to deny a junior of honors standing per-
manent record of her distinction and achievement, even if she fails to 
maintain honors. Something once earned cannot be lost. Therefore, 
we approve the present method, and hope it will be continued. 
A system used a few years ago was to write "Honors not main-
tained" for senior year if this were the case, but the college discon-
tinued this because of the unfair light in which it cast such a stu-
dent. News also believes the positive record should speak for itself. 
We hope that in the future any student may obtain reports 
on procedures such as the recording of honors standing without the 
confusing and contradictory preliminary statements from adminis-
trative sources, but we found the Recorder very willing to clarify 
the problem. 
Vote by Tomorrow 
Final voting for C.G. President ends tomorrow, Friday, Feb. 
18. Although the tight election schedule limited campaigns to less 
than a week, all four candidates were able to visit every dormitory 
and communicate to students their stands on campus issues. 
The "mass media" on campus offered students additional infor-
mation on candidates. WBS broadcasted candidates interviews last 
night. And in this issue, News provides its readers with still more 
interviews of the candidates as well as printing several student let-
ters concerning the election. 
Because C.G. officers, through Senate, help formulate all-Col-
lege policy. Senate's responsiveness to student needs was a major 
campaign issue. News urges all students concerned about this issue, 
as well as those concerned about other issues not so explicitly dis-
cussed in the campaign, to participate in the election of C.G. Presi-
dent and other major organiation officers. 
Haste 1Uakes Waste 
. A letter sent !ast. week to candidates for th~ honors program 
advises these 150 1un1ors that they are to submit plans for "final 
approval by the Curriculum Committee" by March 4 . It seems un-
reasonable to require a student to decide at this particular time 
whether or not she wishes to participate in the program, especially 
in view of the added complication of 365 (see next week's News). 
To ask her to commit herself now to a particular topic, befor• she 
has adequate opportunity to explore possibilities, seems nothing 
short of absurd. 
. It wo~ld appe~r that the Curriculum Committee is wasting its 
time. Topics submitted now can only be, in most cases, rough esti-
n_iatcs or broad OL'tlin~s. Some students may feel pressured or con-
fined b} the lack of time to devote attention to the serious task of 
deciding how they will use as much as four units of work next year. 
If the date could be changed to some time in Term III the Cur-
riculum Committee would be provided with a better idea ~f the proj-
ects honor students arc undertaking. Since some students, who were 
not nskcd last week to participate in the program, will be asked in 
the future on the basis of this term's grades, a substitution of dates 
seems to be in order and furthermore, to be logical. 
~m~rt.rnwft 
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News Views .. . 
Draft Policies Cause Conflict, Controversy 
To Draft or Not to Draft: Students, Newsmen Criticize Current Method 
Professors Express Opinions by Robin Reiiig '66 enough, to be students," Graham I've always thought that some peo- pointed out. Depicting rich students 
pie were more valuable than others. ''having fun" for four years, . Good· 
by A1111 Armstrong '67 and Dv1111a Dickt'11.11111 '67 The more valuable ones Jive. The Jess man said "The poor gel children. 
Compared with the deep divisions Deferment may be the rule for valuable ones die. Suddenly l find I and the children get shot at." Both 
aroused by the issues of Vietnam. most, but should exemptio!l 1.Je given mvself one of the Jess valuable ones. Graham and Goodma!l are students. 
the question "to draft or !lot to draft" for a few? Mr. Schwaber, instructor · -A Jewish woman. Brecht's But even the student isn't exempt 
seems a secondary problem. And yet in English, highlighted the positive The Rise And Fall of the Third Reich from the arbitrariness of the system. 
the bitterness of the struggle in Viet- role of dissent. "Dissent keeps politi- I Draft stories have replaced grape-
nam makes the question of the draft I cal leaders honest; it's not only pos- As thousands of American boys are or_ elephant-j.okes as dinner or cock-
a timely and crucial one. sible, but necesary." But, while em- fi!lding that someone "out there" is tail conversahon. 
In interviews with a sampling of phasizing the need for dissent. Mr. deciding that they are one of the ''Draft Stories" 
faculty members, News touched on Schwaber found himself re.reed . to "less valuable ones." protests rise Some show the chaos of the system. 
ma'ly facets of the draft, including "pass" O!l the mode of deahng with against inequity in the draft system, like the story Graham told of a stu-
the problems with the present draft- dissenters. as well as against the cause it serves. dent in a top Easter!! Law School 
ing process and possible alternatives. Mrs. Green a'ld Mr. Gonzales. of The Draft: Why Pick Me? is the big who received a 1-A classification in 
Compulsory Service? the political science deparlm~~t, ~x- the mail and phoned his draft board 
Mr. D' Amato, instructor in politi- pressed the need for clarification SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM "They told him he was certain lo be 
cal science, flatly denied the need for within the broad term of "dissent.'' NOTICE OF CLASSIFICATION inducted within a month. but woulr' 
any service other than voluntary mili- An especially diff_icult case is that ?f Steven E. PAL1"g__ be permitted to finish the year in 
tary service. "We should have a mer- the man who ob1ects to the war l!l cFtrst name) cMICldle mmal) (last na~) school if he e!llisted immediately for 
cenary army ... it's the logical out- Vietnam. but not necessarily to war Seiecuve Service No. induction in .June. He did: a weelr 
growth of our capitalistic heritage." ir. general. Mr. Gon1ales favored al- 11? 117 I 44 16o ',I later another letter told him the re-
He further s~ that the government ternate service for both political and . J . _ clac;sification had been a mistake." 
should try to attract volunteers as moral objectors. Mrs. Green termed is darnfied in Class ___ 2_-_3__ Some show the system's clelibcratr 
businesses do, by scaling salaries to it unrealistic lo be able to "pick the 7 J65 "chaos". exceptions lo the student 
reward men with officer potential. wars in which you will fight." unril rule - even crueler than its acci 
Opposing Mr. D'Arnato's view, Mr. Draft Board Policies Jii! by Local Board, clcn•s. Gooclma!l told of the seven 
Schecter, assistant professor of politi- . A rece!lt soluti.on_ to the pr?blem of O by Appeal Board University of Michigan unclcrgr<1d-
cal science, stated, "We're obligated dissent - class1fy1~g the dissenters uates who were notified th<1t their 
to serve. If we're exempted, it's a 1-A - came ~nder fire ~s a symptom ctraft status had been chanl-(ccl to I-A 
privilege." When asked if student de- of weakness m our entire draft pro- after thev sat-in al the Ann Arbor 
ferment was a justifiable privilege, cess. Mr. G?nz~lez s~'"'.1marized .the Selective -Service Board on Ocl. 15 in 
Mr. Schechter replied: ''I'm not en- common ob1echon: Im certamly protest al-(ai!lst the war in Vietnam 
tirely CO!lVinced by the argument that against using the draft as a pu!litive Forces Choices 
because you are going to college, measure ~gainst objectors." Both sluclent writers regretted th" 
you are necessarily going to make a Mr. Phibbs also attacked the room choices the draft forces upon stu-
contribution to your country." He also for arbitrary judgments provided by dents. 
expressed concern for the modes of the localized draft boards: "they al- (Reg•mant' 51J(Tlarure) Graham complained that the drafl 
selection for the service. low too much scope for individual SSS Form Nu. 110 \ Rt'Vised ~- ' - 6} 1 nushes students into " a h11sty choicl' 
Poor Man's Army? variation." Probing deeper, Mr. question - and the issue around I between the Army and a gradua• ~ 
Mr. Phibbs, assistant professor of Schechter identified the main prob- which the February Atlantic focuses. education they may or may not have 
political science, agreed that all col- tern of the draft as "not in defer- Donald Graham, Harvard '66. intended ... So few •!'I' : 1 of llarvarcrc 
lege students should !lot be exempted ment, but in the localized !lature o( former preside!ll of the Crimson, Jef- ce!liors choose the Anny Iha! it i" 
from the draft. He favored derer- draft boards." frey Goodman. a University of Mich- iokingly known as "takinl-( a Mc-
ment as determined by rank in class Any Solutions? igan participant in S.D.S. anti-draft llJamara fellowship " 
or by score on the nation-wide ex- Because the present system favors and anti-Viet Nam Demonstrations, Goodman's article wrestled with 
amination. When asked whether this some districts over others, Mr. and Keith R. Johnso!! of Time all the more difficult choice of "How To 
type of determination would !lot in Schechter suggested the enlargement criticized the inequities and incon- Be Patriotic and Live With Your-
fact, favor the "selection of fue 'un- of draft board districts, perhaps to sistencies of the present system. All self." ''The dissenter finds himself 
fittest," he replied: "I'm not too the state level. l\~r. Phibbs echoed felt "there must be a fairer sys- written out of the category of lov.il 
concerned with the fear of a poor the call for reform m the present sys- tern." None offered a completely Americans." Gooclmnn wrote, under 
man's army, With the system of state tern. ".I see no overwhelming reason workable one. this "system of forced labor" "mn'1 
and commu.'lity colleges the opportun- lo retam the local draft board, a'!d I The Lucky Student ipulalinJ!" the individual. 
ities for loans, scholarshlps and part- do think it creates unnecessary in- "The people most helped by the Wellesley Viewpoint? 
time work, almost a'lyone ~ho wants equities. A better and fairer system draft inequity are those smart Exempt from the draft ourselves, 
to go t.o college today can." could be devised." e!lough, or lucky enough, or rich at Wellesley we can agree with 
In contra~. Mrs. Turner, associa~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~----~~~----~-=---~ 
Rising Draft Increases Pressure On Students 
Camus' emphasis on individual 
choosing their own roles and follow-
ing their moral judgment. We can 
agree with Hannah Arendl's speech 
here two years ago placing the re-
sponsibility for Naziism on the "cog-
ic.m" of many individuals who claim 
that they were "only following or-
ders." 
And we can realize that there is a 
war going on, sometimes, because the 
boys we are dating happe!l to be 
trying to find choices through which 
they can avoid the draft and choose 
their own Jives. 
FalstaH-Hersbey 
Who's the man behind the question 
"Who Should Serve?"? Keith John-
son found Ge!l. Hershey difficult to 
cast as a villain, "more of a Falstaff 
than an Iago." 
But Hershey's statements were as 
appalling as amusing: 
-"We've got 4000 local boards, 
and if some of them are wrong, 
that's a damn sight better than if I 
were maki!lg the decisions. I could 
I.Jc wrong all the time. One of the 
strengths of a democracy is that the 
peoplr make their own mistakes." 
-"If you use a lottery, you just 
admit that you don't know what the 
hell· to do." 
UMT 
Accorcling lo Keith Johnson, Her-
shey secs the only solution in the 
clcccplively simple letters UMT -
U!liversal military traininJ!. valuable 
"not so much for its contribution to 
the national defense as for its charac·-
tcr-huilcling value in a society where. 
in his view. the family, the school, 
:.mcl the church have lost their ef-
fectiveness 111 molcli!lg the nation's 
youth" 
'Tm as popular as a bastard at 
, family reunion with the military," 
Hershey said, "because they don't 
want to run a t•orreclional institution. 
But they have the know-how lo leach 
discipline• It's !lot a muller of au-
thority for the sake of authority. 
Authority is just a method of getting 
things clone without being reduced to 
chaos. 
"Not Like llitlcr" 
professor of history, and Mrs. Mc-
1:-3u~n! instructor in history, found 
litl«; Justice in the student deferme!lt 
policy. Exemption by education Mrs 
Turner pointed out, is "a way ~f en: 
forcing social inequities in our so-
cial system." For, a poverty-stricken 
family may give their child no ex-
pectation of goi.'lg to college, much 
lesa of being able to work his way 
through. 
Pointing to the government utility 
aspect of stude~ deferment, Mr. 
Schechter explained that the rationale 
of deferment was that the well-moti-
vated student is most likely to make 
a contributio!l to society. But, as Mr. 
Phibbs pointed out: " The student de-
ferred for college training does not 
escape his obligation, he only post-
pones it. I know because this hap-
by Wendy Moo11a11 '68 they do not ask for they can leter be 
As the national draft quota rose m told. 
January to 38,280, the state of tension Local draft boards must consist of 
among students rose accordingly. al least three persons who volunteer 
Though understa'ldable, this tension their services. They have a great deal 
is grounded in misinformation and of freedom classifying registrants. 
rumor. Perhaps these students could The Selective Service headquarters in 
devote all their energies to their work Washington advocates a general po!i-
if straightened out on a few basic cy which the boards are then free to 
facts about the draft. accept or reject. There arc aclually 
What few students seem to realize very few laws a!ld statutes the boards 
is that every boy is automatically must follow, the best known of which 
classified 1-A until reclassified by his is the executive order of the late 
local draft board. This also does !lot I President Kennedy placing married 
mean that a student may not appeal men in a low order of call. The rule 
his classification. Local boards can for the "Kennedy husbands" ended 
consider only that information pre- in August however, a!ld most of them 
sented to it which is pertinent to the have been drafted by now. 
"What I'm proposing isn't like Hil-
ler. If this country decided lo do this 
kind or thing, il would he the people 
who decided to do it and not some 
dictator. . . . The queslio'l is, what 
in reference lo the student deferment arc you running? A force lo garrison 
issue as the one most relevant lo us the world. or a trainin,:: school for 
here. one notes the wide vuria:ice in citizens? T guess T straddle that one" 
:::landards and criteria for classifica- Guess he never heard that the war 
lion. The need for flexibility is clear in Vietnam is self-defense !lOt gar-
is that obviously certain stales hnvc risoning the world . . . or that the 
more available men than o! hers people once decided lo elect Hitler. 
From the student point of view how- On<' wonders what would have hap-
ever, the lack of national guidcli:ic~ J'l('ncd if Hal had made Falstaff his 
is somewhat alarming. The policies jt•dgc or hangman. 
pened to me." classificatio!l of a registrant. What Considering the local draft boards 
outlined in Washington arc general ; Less Loral Control 
local boards grant deferment strictly At a•1y rate with "one Third of a 
on an individual basis For the stu-1 Nation" "unfit" for service under 
de!lt, classification can be a case of current requirements, UMT is too 
hit or miss. costly lo be a viable solution. 
Trends in Student Deferment Whal would work? 
According lo an interview with The new "testing system, for col-
Lieutcnanl General Lewis Hershey, legc students resurrected from the 
director of the Selective Service, in Korean war, merely redefines who is 
the Jan 10 issue of U.S. News & a "more valuable person" still stu-
JO b Corps Tra1·nees Re . El. .bl £ D ft l World Report, though the laws are dc!llS. And many students complain main 1g1 e or ra few a!ld general, there are certain that the test favors science majors. 
trends in draft de:fcrmcnts. As aulh- 1 Keith .Johnson urged that al least 
by Susan Sprau '68 Job Corps trainees have no more fleet Conservation Ce!lter ione of two orizcd by law, full lime students may less control be left in the hands of 
The draft policies of the Selective than an eighth grade education, many Massachusetts Training Centers1, continue those studies necessary to local draft boards. 
~rvice are often criticized for favor- fail the Selective Service Qualifying pointed out that many of the Corps maintain "national health, safety, or He also mentioned the possibility 
mg the wealthy and discriminating Exam and therefore are ineligible men he had talked with had evinced interest." I:i view of the trends, this of drafting women. •Title VII of the 
against the poor. Critics maintain for the draft. Also, Job Corpsmen a desire lo enlist in the Armed Serv- usually means that the boards forced I Civil Rights Act provides that no one 
that the practice of classifying 2-S will not take the Selective Service ices. l to draft students defer premeds and c:hould be discrimi!lated against in 
those who can afford to be students Exam which soo!l will reclassify Graduates Join Army . . . medical students before those in the emnloyment because of sex. l 
and thus filling draft quotas with 1-A many college students from 2-S to Al presc!lt the Job Corps has 65 liberal arts, science before music, en- This fall Miss Clapp pointed out 
unemployed, non-student males has 1-A. centers and approximately 6,000 I ginecring before Jaw. Curiously, de- that for real equality of women. the 
caused Viet Nam to become "the Mr. Sullivan emphasized that the trainees scattered throughout the ferment on subjects like Biology laws would have to be changed so 
poor man's war against poverty and purpose of the Corps is to help those U.S. Because the Corps is still in its i::eems to depc!ld on the education of that all were called into service al a 
communism." youths crassly termed "the meatballs infantile stages, the Selective Service the board; those who equate biology certain age regardless of sex . 
. Th~ ~lective &:rvice extends this of society" by teaching them employ- has not. yet had lo compete with it with botany rarely defer the Biology I '.\!on-Military Altemati~es . 
d1scnmmatory po~1cy to governme!lt able skills. Mr. Sullivan added, "the for tramees. Mr. Mann noted that major. Those working in health. tea- . Goodm~m suppo;ted an 1?ea sun-
programs. For while an educated and Job Corps is not set up to provide although some of the Welfleet lraint'Cs chers and ministers are the first to 1\ar lo Miss Clapp s suggestion made 
employable person is in the Peace cannon fodder; people who go into had bee:i called up for physicals, so be de,ferred. this fall in chapel : a service require-
Corps, ~e is deferred from the draft. the Corps are given a chance they far none had actually been drafted. Generally, local boards are tougher me'll for all mal~s 1 and perhaps fc-
Yet durmg the two years an illiterate !lever ~ot before." There are no nation-wide figures on graduate students than undergra- ma.tes> under which o_ne could_ c.hoo.sc 
and poor 16 t~ 21 year-old is in the Jn addition to educating its trainees. available lo the public on the number duates. They question if the grad is wh1c_h of many services lo JO_m 111-
Job Corps, his draft classification the Job Corps pays them a salary. of Job Corpsmen or graduates who just going to school or really doi!lg cludmg the Peace. Corps and Vista. 
does n~t c~a:ge. . During training, a Corpsman re- have been drafted. A recent issue of something. Boards arc advised to set "The ~Ian "'.hich Students for a 
Discnminahon In Theory . ceives $30 to S50 per month depend- the Air Force Times mentio!led that 8'> as the prerequisite for deferment Democratic Society has advan_ccd -
Mr. MaUher Sullivan. Coordinator ing o!l his leadership capabilities. Mr. many of the graduates <approximate- instead of the 70 acceptable for un- that t~ousands of youth go lo Vietnam 
for the Mas~achusetts Anti-Poverty Sullivan noted that part of this sal- Iv 100' have gone into the Armed I dergrads. Those trying for a third de- to b~ild wh:re the Armed Forces urt· 
~rogram, . pomted out to News that ary is set aside until completion of Services. The article failed to men- gree must rank m the top quarter of bur!llng --:--- is a good. example ?~ the 
m . practice such discrimination training. lion whether they had been drafted constructive alternatives to military 
agamst the poor is !lot great. As most Mr. Mann, spokesman for the Wei- or had enlisted. Co11ti11ued 011 page six Co11ti1111ed 011 pas:<' four 
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The Readers Write Miss Clapp Defines Process 
Involved in Selection of Deans Phibbs on Dissent .. She reports that although I defend I the gover!lment is engaged in deli-the importa!lce of public criticism cate diplomatic maneuvers like its 
To the Editor: of government policy, I feel that efforts to obtain a negotiated settle- Two deans will leave Wellesley this 
June. Together Miss Teresa Frisch, 
Dean of Students and of the Class of 
1967, and Mrs. Carlo Francois, Dean 
of the Class of 1968, have guided Wel-
lesley students for 25 years. 
of a fixed policy of appointment. The 
administration simply looks both 
within and without the college for the 
best-qualified person. "We look for 
someone with intellectual competence 
in some scholarly field." All Welles· 
ley dea!ls are teaching deans, that 
is, faculty members assigned to ad-
vising duties. 
In general the News reporter who when such criticism "thwarts gov- ment in Vietnam, citizens should ex-
interviewed me on Professor Lynd's ernment policy, people should remain ercise restraint in their criticism. 
speech faithfully summarized my silent and trust their elected offi- Comments or actions which might 
views. On one key point, however, cials." This is not my position. jeopardize efforts to achieve peace 
her account is misleading. What I was urging is that when through negotiatio!ls should, in my 
---------------------------- opinion, be avoided. How does one choose their succes-
sors? Miss Clapp comme!lted recent-
ly on the college's method of selecting 
deans. 
TWA has student 
travel Programs 
for all Europe and 
the Middle East. 
What more do you want widc-~crccn color movie~· 
and 8 channels of good listening'! 
We have all those, too. On our StarStream Theater 
ttights to London, Paris, Rome. Frankfurt, Shannon. 
Milan, Zurich. Geneva. Lisbon. Madrid. Athens. Tel 
Aviv. 
See the sights and meet the people- or study history, 
language. politics. economics. art. music. drama. 
TWA hus the tour for you, including special cycle-
and-hostcl tours. You 'II travel with people your own 
age - and, of course, all trips are co-ed ! 
And remember TWA for week-end trips home. 
TWA jets serve major cities throughout the U.S. Send 
us the coupon and we'll send you the information. 
Then. call your travel agent or TWA. 
We' re your kind of airlim•. 
r----------------------~ 
TWA,Tour Dept. 609, 605 Third Ave., N. V .. N. V. 10016 
Plca'c ~end complete information on student tours Ill 
Europe. 
Name ______________ _ __ _ 
Addrc~s _ _ ______________ _ 
City _________________ _ 
State ______ _ ___ _..-. ip Code ___ _ 
My travel age nt j,: ____________ _ 
L----------------------~ 
';Af nominal charge. Movies by lnflight Motion Pictures. Inc. 
In the present case, one might 
contrast the conduct of Senator Mans-
field and Professor Lynd. The former 
has played a co!lstructive role both 
in the making of policy and in the 
attempt to negotiate an end to the 
fighting. He has acted in such a way 
that he has contributed to and not 
u!ldermined, the effort to initiate ne-
gotiations. Professor Lynd's activ-
ities have not been characterized by 
a similar restraint. Neither, in my 
opinion have they bee!l helpful to 
the course of peaceful negotiations; 
indeed, they may have had the op-
posite effect. 
Sincerely yours, 
Philip M. Phibbs 
Sawyer on C.G. 
To the Editor: 
Although News has provided the col-
lege community with interviews of 
each candidate prior to the campaign. 
I felt that it would be valuable if I, 
now having heard the views express-
ed by my co-candidates in their cam-
paign speeches, responded directly to 
the issues as they have emerged. We 
agree, it seems to me, on the ultimate 
function of College Governme!lt - a 
forum for student and faculty opinion. 
We agree on the type of legislation we 
would like to see enacted. We do not 
agree, however, on the source of the 
problem called "lack of communica-
tio!l" which has plagued Senate for 
so long. 
By Appointment 
The Board of Trustees appoints all 
deans upon the recommendation of 
the Preside!lt, who has consulted with 
the advisory faculty committee on ap-
pointments. 
The rotating upper class deans are 
chosen from the faculty. Recently 
Miss Jean Crawford, Professor of 
Chemistry, was named Miss Frisch's 
successor because she had been a 
dean here previously and "we wanted 
someo!le who knew Wellesley very 
well." 
All Deans Teach 
Miss Clapp emphasized the absence 
SEC in any sense, but with more ex-
cha!lge of ideas in this realm we 
think SEC could be better directed 
than it already is. The new curri-
culum, for example, has posed ques-
tions that merit discussion on a larger 
scale than by a handful of students 
conversing with a faculty member. 
These are questions of L'lterest to all 
students, to all faculty members; and 
their discussion and its progression 
are of interest to all students and all 
faculty members. Since Senate is the 
O!lly regularly-meeting body in the 
College Government Association 
where faculty and student representa-
tives combine to consider matters of 
all-coIJege importance, this would 
seem the logical place to have such 
discussions. In order to i!ltegrate the 
academic and !lOn·academic emphasis 
of the two bodies, we suggest that an 
SEC representative sit on Senate 
rather than vice versa, as at present, 
when a Senate representative to SEC 
is elected by the student body. Dis-
cussion of academic issues and the 
direct representation of SEC would 
shift the focus of Senate, but are not 
the majority of Wellesley students 
in favor of such a shift? 
In the interests of the College, 
Sally Cross '68 
Ann Wegner '66 
Several advantages appear with 
this method. If the dean teaches, 
Miss Clapp feels it lessens the gap 
between faculty and administration. 
More important, "She will never for-
get what is central, and that learning 
and teaching are what matter." 
Personal Guidance 
A dean must possess understanding 
and a sense of values, and be able to 
guide a stude!lt personally as well 
as academically. She must be "very 
interested in the total learning pro-
cess and able to help each student to 
develop her own abilities." Finally, 
Miss Clapp said, "a dean must have a 
lot of strength." 
Ellen Jaffe and her crew move on. 
Under their guidance the paper has 
taken on a vitality and a se!lse of 
constructive criticism. I can person-
ally testify that the paper's views 
have bad a decidedly beneficial ef-
fect on the goals we have set for 
ourselves in the Economics Depart-
ment. For example, the "Friends of 
Eco!lomics" was created primarily 
in response to discussions introduced 
in News. If Wellesley College is not 
a better place because of the prod-
ding of the newspaper this past year, 
at least it is more aware of what 
remains to be done. I can only hope 
that the :iew editorial staff will be 
as successful. 
Sincerely, 
Marshall I. Goldman 
Associate Professor 
More Praise 
To the Editor: 
Congratulations to the staff of 
News on a lively, informative, well-




News Views ... 
I maintain that Senate has adequate 
channels for receiving students opin-
ion. I maintain that the members of 
Senate as represe!ltatives are aware 
of the sources of continuing dissatis-
faction to members of the commun-
ity. I feel that what is required is a 
systematic organization of all these 
problems - i.e. a Senate agenda 
which would insure at least one topic 
of controversy for each meeti!lg. This 
part of the agenda could be planned 
in advance and circulated to every 
student on campus. Then, and only 
then, when stude!lts can be assured 
that their long-standi!lg complaints I 
wm receiv~ direct attention in s_enate Support for Davis 
on a particular day at a particular 
Continued from paf?e three 
service," Goodman wrote. 
A "Fairer" System? 
time, can they be encouraged a!ld To the Editor: The only overall "fair" system yet 
suggested by these writers and the 
men they quoted is somehow forcing 
everyone to serve. Then everyone 
would be equally unhappy, including 
the government, which would have to 
foot the bill. 
helped to. coordinate . the . ~iffuse College Government needs a pur-
groups which share their op1mon - poseful president next year, one who 
to come to Senate ~hor~ughly pre- j has shown interest and had experi-
pare_d to present ~heir views. Only ence i!l different areas of College 
b.y first_ concentrating upon a clarity Government, Debbie Davis. She has 
and logic of the prese!ltation of con- served as treasurer of Senate and is 
troversi~I matters in Senate, can the currently Chairman of Village Jun-
frustration of lack of communication iors. 
As for the present system, Hershey 
himself can have the last word on it. 
Explaining one aspect of it, induction 
of doctors, he said "The way that 
works is pretty silly." 
be overcome. As Chairman of Vil Juniors she has 
Sincerely, shown a tremendous capacity for b-
Diane Sawyer '67 citing the group to innovative action. 
Senate Praise 
To the Editor: 
Senate is to be complimented for 
its meeting Wed!lesday, Feb. 9, and 
especially for the last twelve minutes. 
For the first time this year, the mem-
bers listed unsolved problems in their 
areas of responsibility for the con-
sideration of all present and made 
them available for discussion. Pres-
ently the Sophomore Senate repre-
sentatives, the official liasons between 
Senate and the student body, have 
definite topics on which to gather col-
lege-wide opinions and suggested solu-
tions. If Senate representatives shoul· 
der the responsibility of keepi!lg their 
dorms well informed, the implica-
tions of this change are great. Issues 
that are now of concern to small 
groups of students will be communi-
cated to the college as a whole more 
readily; and with improved communi-
cations Senate ca.'l direct its energies 
to those problems they find students 
feel are most urgent. 
The effectiveness of Senate has 
been discussed at length in Stone 
Hall this year. We feel that in addi-
tion to discussing and dealing with 
non-academic activities, S e n a t e 
should serve as a forum for opinion 
on academic issues. This is not an 
attempt to duplicate the activities of 
It was largely at her initiative that 
a thorough Grey Book revision was 
considered and student opinio!l was Friday night is Hoot Night at Room 
polled. The revision proposals have F; the coffeehouse will open after 
been completed ; and although they the Odetta Concert until 12 :45. Sat-
are extensive, she believes them urday night Weezie Cook and George 
reasonable and workable. Lang will si!lg; performances will 
Debby is a leader in a dorm that be at 9 and 11. Finally, Sunday 
has been actively i!lvolved in College afternoon, Barn will present scenes 
Government. She is interested in in- from Three Sisters by Chekhov. This 
creasing C.G. 's effectiveness, not by j pre~e!ltalion is part of Room F 's reg-
radically changing the structure, but ular Sunday aftemoon series, and will 
by utilizing a!ld streamlining existing begin at 4:30. 
~~=~i~~~t i~e~~~~g ane~wye;~u~~:~ :~,;;;;;.,~ ... -'-~"""- ;;;;;;;;;;;;;..;~;:,; ;;:·~~~iii· 'tTuiiiii·.· ·"""i i·'' iii;·. "Jfi;i•-iiii· · 'iii"k~·.0 .0~,<~ 
feels Senate must be a forum, a co-
operative organization of students 
and faculty members that meets to 
discuss a!ld legislate when necessary. 
In view of her past experience, her 
interest in College Government, but 
most important, in view of the goals 
she has set for College Government 
should she become president, we 
urge you to vote for Debby Davis. 
Sally Cross '68 
Sandy Ferguso!l '67 
News Praise 
The "best dressed woman in the 
world" is a Wellesley alumna, for-
merly of the class of '66. Anyone 
in the class of '66, '67, '68 a'ld '69 
can compete in Glamour's contest 
of the ten "best dressed college 
girls." Petitions with 25 signatures 
including the nominee's, are due at 
the News office on Feb. 21. 
Agenda for open Senate meeting 
on Tuesday, Feb. 22, 7:3\J p.m. at 
To the Editot: Billings: 
For the last few years I have 1. Discussion I c preliminary dis-
watched editorial staffs of the Welles- cussion 1 on Revisions of the Gray 
ley College News come and go. Us- , Book, prese!lted by Debbie Davis 
ually it makes little difference. How- '67, Chairman of Vil Juniors. 
ever, it is with regret that I see ·--------------· 
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Exodus Panel Members Give 
Three Views Of Segregation 
new discussion grounds. For the first 
time they are asking 370 students to 
give reports on their researches. 
Dormitory reading groups, modeled 
after the freshmen groups, have also 
bee!l started. 
Winter/est '66 
by Jane Canter '68 
WINTERFEST '66 starts tomorrow 
at the War Memorial Auditorium and 
runs until Feb. Z7. Termed a "pan-
orama of the arts" as well as a "cul-
tural bonanza," it will be a totally 
new experience for Boston. From 
sympho"ly to folk music, and ballet 
to karate, its combination of per-
formances, lectures, and exhibitions 
will surely offer something for every-
one. 
Three different approaches to the 
forum topic "Can a segregated edu-
cation be a good educatio!l?" provid-
ed an overview of the value of Oper-
ation Exodus as a way .of meeting 
the problem of segregated schools. 
though he cited no basis for this opin- No Feasible Link 
Barbara noted that the committee 
was strong because "the people 
there are interested. To open its 
membership to election would change 
the nature of the committee." 
ion. 
Held in Jewett, Saturday, Feb. 12, 
the civil rights forums featured Mrs. 
Jackson, a Roxbury mother and di-
rector of Operation Exodus, Dr. Wil-
liam Vogel, a psychology professor 
at Clark College, and Mr. Ala!l Sche-
chter, professor in the political 
science department. 
Need SupPort 
Before the forum, Mr. Marvin Mil-
ler of the Bay State Banner, a news-
paper designed to publicize events 
occuring within the Negro commun-
ity, made a brief plea to enlist Wel-
lesley support in increasi!lg circu-
lation. He plans a telephone cam-
paign in which people would be in-
formed of the existence and nature 
of the paper. Those interested should 
contact Wendy Wyse '68 in Cezenove. 
Kleman RePort Blasted 
Describing the influence of segre-
gation and prejudice on the Negro 
as "devastating," Dr. Vogel explained 
that Negro children in a segregated 
society lear.i to hate themselves, 
feeling inferior to the whites. Studies 
indicate that IQ and achievement 
levels of Negroes rise when they are 
placed in integrated schools and that 
whites become much more tolerant. 
Dr. Vogel blasted the recomenda-
tions of Massachusetts Board of Edu-
caio!l as expressed in the Kiernan re-
port, "supposedly a blueprint for 
progress." He termed it an "extrem-
ely conservative document" which 
wouldn't significantly change segre-
gation patterns even if all the pro-
posals were enacted. 
Earlier Busing Needed 
The report doesn't recommend bus-
ing until the third grade, even 
through i!ltegration of younger child-
ren is very important, be pointed out. 
Dr. Vogel believes that since the 
Negro population in Boston constitu-
tes 20* of the total, this shoult be the 
level aimed for in the schools, instead 
of the 50% of the Kiernan report. 
He added that he suspected that 
classrooms would still be segregated, 
Student Exchange 
Involves Four 
Marion Ferguson, '()1, and Barb 
Wolff, 'fj[ of SEC, will represent Wel-
lesley at the Sarah Lawrence Student 
Exchange week, to be held at Sarah 
Lawrence from Feb. 20 through Feb. 
25. 
Two representatives from each of 
six colleges will participate in the 
program, livi'lg in the dorms and at-
tending classes in an effort, as Sarah 
Lawrence puts it, "to compare edu-
cational systems and to discuss their 
merits." 
Central Themes 
Though the week is relatively un-
structured, the program will try to 
center around the themes of the rale 
of the student in formulati!lg college 
policies, academic freedom, and stu-
dent-teacher relationships. 
Barb Wolff looks forward to the 
week as "a change to get beyond the 
confinement of Wellesley, and a 
chance to get the feel of a school 
:-Vhich, though still a girls' school, 
1s among the most radical." 
Special Value 
Chairma!l of the Committee, Barb 
Munson, '66, commented that al-
though many colleges invite Wellesley 
to participate in similar conferences, 
she feels that not all of them would 
be worthwhile. The Sarah Lawrence 
program strikes her as especially 
valuable because "Sarah Lawrence 
is a very diferent kind of a school, 
with emphasis <>!l independence and 
individuality, and I think it would be 
exciting to see just how well that 
emphasis works." 
Although Wellesley has no exchange 
program, two Sarah Lawrence stu-
dents will be visiting the campus, one 
staying in Tower Court, one L"l Porn· 
eroy, while Barb and Marion are at 
their school. Tentative plans include 
discussio!ls at Room F to allow those 
interested to speak with all four ex-
change students. 
Positive Action 
"The legal problems connected with 
trying to do something about segre-
gatio!l" were considered by Mr. Alan 
Schechter. The chief difficulty in en-
forcing positive action to end de facto 
segregation stems from the negative 
wording of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, he explained. 
U!lder this amendment, it is pos-
sible to prohibit discriminatory ac-
tion on the part of the states, but, 
unless it is "tortured," it does not re-
quire action of a positive sort. Only 
if, as Massachusetts has done, a law 
is enacted making racial imbalance 
illegal, is this legally necessary. 
Supreme Court Action 
But since a constitutional amend-
ment is "politically impossible" and 
most states won't pass a law like 
the Massachusetts one, Mr. Schechter 
predicted that the Supreme Court will 
decide the amendment entails posi-
tive action, eve!l though this signifi-
cantly changes the relation between 
Continued on page se1·e11 
Winter Weekend festivities begin on 
Friday, Feb. 18 with folk-singer 
Odetta's concert at 8 p.m. in Alum-
nae Hall. 
Senate Adds ... 
She feels that there is no feasible 
way that the activities of S.E.C. can 
successfully be more closely joined 
with those of Senate. As she poi!lted 
out "There is not a way to legislate 
through Senate any of the things 
Co11ti1111ed /mm par:e one S.E.C. is involved in." 
activities. Re-evaluation Provoking 
Link with Students Barbara's closing remark was re-
S.E.C. was established. she ex- sponsible for provoking the discussio!l 
plained, to provide a link between the which resulted in the establishment 
Curriculum Committee of Academic of the "Student Opinion" part of the 
Council and the student body. "In- agenda. "S.E.C. is strong," she com-
formally it tries to handle the prob- mented. "because it is constantlv 
lem of what most people call 'the reevaluati!lg its own position. its role 
problem of intellectual atmosphere' " Senate could perhaps also benefit 
- apathy. It tries to do this by or- from this." 
ganizing thought-provoking discussion Paradoxically, this type of evalu-
through the faculty lecture series. ation is exactly what Senate has been 
through freshman readi!lg groups and trying to accomplish all year. Wed-
through lectures on basic questions I nesday night was th~ first tir:ne ~ny 
about education. progress was made m the direction 
This year S.E.C. has added two of resolving some of the problems. 
With this one exception, 
GT&E blankets the world of electronics. 
The Gala Ballet from New York 
City will be among the opening high-
lights of WINTERFEST '66 with 
shows at 2:30 and 8:30, Feb. 19. The 
star performers are Jacques D'Am· 
boise. appearing in Bosto!l for the 
first time. and Melissa Hayden. They 
will present a repertory of classical 
and dramatic in addition to contem-
porary American works with a com-
pany of ten dancers. The Gala Ballet 
was created "to fill the !leed in this 
country for a small classical ballet 
company." 
"Grand Old Style" 
Also on Feb. 19 the Loeb Drama 
Center of Harvard will present Mol-
iere' s comedy Tartuffe. Other major 
Co11ti11111"J <111 pa.r:e eif.1/if 
GT&E makes no effort to compete 
with nature's awesome forces. But 
we do the next best thing. We take 
the reason for lightning and har-
ness it to everyday tasks. 
stereo phonographs, automatic 
supervision and control, and ad-
vanced military systems. 
to other electronic manufacturers 
and the communications industry. 
In that way, we've helped to 
make the lowly electron mighty. 
And our own capabilities more ex-
tensive. 
In fact, we've made electronics 
an important force in our business. 
And branched in to virtually all 
directions electronics would take 
us .. . communications, radio, TV, 
GT&E member companies, such 
as Automatic Electric, Lenkurt 
Electric and Sylvania, either man-
ufacture the complete equipment 
or the electronic components from 
which they're built. And at the 
same time serve as major suppliers 
You might say that, because of 
electronics, GT&E's possibilities 
are endless.That's the way it looks 
from where we sit. 
If you're interested in getting a 
complete picture of GT&E as it is 
today, ask your Placement Direc-
tor for a copy of the booklet that 
tells the story. Or write General 
Telephone&Electronics, 7.30Third 
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017. 
G~E 
GENERALTELEPHONE&ELECTRON~S 
130 IHIRO Al/t NY 10011 • GI &E SUBSIDIARIES CrnfJll irlrohoot Owau"'I Cos ., 33 $tatrs • Cl&E ubo111orot$ • Cl&E ln1er .. uo11al • C.ntt1l lrlrphonr O•ettory Co • A.ito,,,.toc (lrcttoc • trnlun llrcttoc. s.,...,.. Elrcuoc 
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Arwuilh's Piece de Resistance 
leocadia (Time R.wtember.J in Englislt J, one of Anouilh'! pieces 
roses, will be presented in the Jewett Rehearsal Room thi!. Saturday, 
Feb. 19, at I :00 p.m. Directed by Copper Coggins '66, the cast in-
cludes (I. to r.) Ginny Hammond! '69 as Amanda, Kay King '66 as 
the Innkeeper, and Louise Cole '66 as the Prince. 
Famed Singer Performs German Works 
by Louisa Cook, Guest Reporter of Wolfe's "Geb, Geliebter, geh jetzt" 
Draped in green brocade and sta1d- was thrilling. 
ing with elegant poise, Mildred Mil- Miss Miller is totally at home with 
ler of the Metropolitan Opera was the German; she grew up with the lan-
epitome of artistic professionalism at guage and thus has an advantage 
last Sunday's Jewett Concert. over most America!! singers. Her dic-
Known especially for her male roles tion was always clear but never ex-
in light opera, the famed mezzo-1 aggerated. 
S?Prano chose to si.ng a program e!l- Now in her fifteenth season at the 
~1rely of German lieder. Accompan- Metropolitan and currently singing in 
1ed masterfully by John Wustman, their production of Verdi's Falstaff, 
she sang selected songs by Mozart, Miss Miller is devoting more a!ld 
Wolf. and Strauss, and the song cycle more of her talents to lieder recitals 
.. Liederkreis" by Schumann. The same program she sang here wili 
Unusual Talent be repeated at Town Hall in New 
Miss .Mil~er has an U!lusual talent York on April 12. If you are in 
for pro1echon. Although the text of New York over spring vacation, do 
every song was German, she man- attend! 
aged to convey to her English-speak-
Rising Draft Call Doubles Pressure on Students . . . 
. Continued from page Three 
1 
~ each class to the Selective Sen-
their class usually. ice, and do not want to become in-
Draft Call Doubled I valved in the classifying process. As 
The problem of course derives from a solution this is unsatisfactory both 
President Johnson's doubling of the I because colleges wa!lt to keep their 
draft call last summer. Local boards students and because standards 
are fi.'lding it harder and harder in among colleges vary too much. That 
some areas to fill their quotas though leaves the aptitude tests similar to 
one service has lowered its mental those used for the Korean War. 
standards and another is accepting though General Hershey admits they 
high school drop outs. Volunteering 1re weighted in favor of the maths 
has fallen off substantially. Almost and sciences for easier correcling. 
all draft boards are being forced to This puts students specializing i!l edu-
take 19-year-olds, though they prefer cation or agriculture for example at 
older boys, The pressure on the l,· a terrific disadvantage. 
642,000 deferred stude!lts is clear. The Appeal.; Procedure 
The colleges generally support their The student is probably most mis-
students however. They are reluctant informed about the appeals proced-
to release lists of the bottom quarter ure. A student whose appeal is turned 
Book Classification Changes 
Operation Match has done it -1 Melvil Dewey not only developed the 
computerized love, that is. Welles- famous system which bears his name 
ley College's library is about to do it but also supervised its initiation in 
also. Somehow, it makes automation our very own library. All this lends 
just Lhe slightest bit sad. significance to the little numbers i!l 
Our library is about to shift from the left-hand corners of the cards. 
the Dewey sytem of classification to The problem is that these numbers 
that of the Library of Co!lgress. This have rapidly become less and less 
opens possibilities for complete com- little. And so they are all about to 
puter card processing. True, it's more be changed. There is possible conso-
economical and more efficient, and it lation for romantics in all this, how-
will take some years to complete the ever. The !lew sysl:em is being initi-
lransition. Still, there is something ated for reasons of strong economi-
extremely uplifting about knowing cal advantage. Perhaps some of this 
that the classification system i!l our advantage might be shared with the 
library now is involved with an old students in an extension of library 
and romantic love story. hours? Then, computerization of love 
Possible Consolation woulrl not be for naught . 
The very first librarian Welleslev 
College ever had was Miss Annie 
Godfrey whose special reason for re-
signi!lg her position after two years 
was one Melvil Dewey. This same 
down al his local board can reappeal 
to the appeal board of his state. If its 
decision is not U.'lanimous against 
him, he has an automatic appeal "to 
the President" through the National 
Selective Service Appeal Board in 
Washington. If the state appeal 
board does vote unanimously against 
him, he can go to the state director 
and ask him to appeal his case. If 
the slate director refuses, he can go 
to the national headquarters with his 
appeal where his file will be again 
reviewed, though Gen. Hershey in-
sists he has no power to order local 
boards to act. 
General Hershey's advice for stu-
dents to study is sound. Perhaps with 
better knowledge of the classifyi!lg 
and appeals processes, students will 
be better able to work without such 
tension. In the meantime, one can 
only hope for some more specific 
national sta1dards for the local 
boards, thereby ruling out some of 
the arbitrariness of draft deferment. 
Honors to Change 
Date, Not Criteria 
In answer to widely-felt uncertai.'lty 
about changes wrought in honors re-
quirements by the rescheduling of 
Honors Convocation to April 21, News 
discovered that the only difference is 
one of time, not of quality points. 
ing audience the meaning of every 
phrase through skilled use of posture, 
gesture, and facial expression. She 
was most charming in Mozart's "Die 
Zauberer" and Wolfe's "Mogen alle 
bozen Zungen," each appropriately 
rendered with girlish coquetry. 
Obscurity of Birthday Party 
Confuses Boston Audiences 
Are you tired of hibernating in ~ 
the library? Are you looking for 
stimulati~g conversation'? Or are t 
you seethmg to express your opin- ' 
ions on world, natio!lal, or college 
issues? Then cme to News try-
out Tuesday, Feb. 22 at 4:30 in 
41 Green. 
Candidates for the reporting 
staff will be required to submit 
both a feature and a news article 
on specified dates within two 
weeks after the meeting. Articles 
will be judged O!l the basis of style 
and interest. 
As in the past, only current stand-
ings will be announced, this year 
based on the quality points from 
Terms I and II as well as from the 
student's previous years. The honors 
CO!lferred remain contingent on main-
tenance of the average in the third 
term. Miss Onderdonk, Dean of the 
College, explained that a poor record 
in Term III need not prevent a senior 
from graduating with honors, si!lce 
the quality of Terms II and Ill will 
be average together, but that a girl 
must "end strong as well as begin 
strong." 
Miss Miller's voice is labeled 
"mezw" because of its dark, reson-
ant quality. Occasio!laly this richness 
was lost through lack of control and 
her voice sounded a bit raspy
0 
and 
~at. However the resonant quality 
improved as the singer warmed up. 
Miss Miller had difficulty with pitch 
particularly during soft sustained pas-
sages of the Schumann cycle. Such 
lyric gems as "Mond!lact" and "Weh-
mut" are better material for a light-
er, more focused voice. 
Impassioned Delivery 
Miss Miller's velvety chest tones 
were very effective in the dramatic 
lieder of Wolfe and Strauss where the 
demand for volume seemed to solidify 
her voice. Her impassioned delivery 
Doughnut Deficits 
Disappoint A~ents 
by Marguerite O" '66 
Doughnuts have holes, as do the 
bank accounts of the girls who are 
selling them. Most "doughnut girls" 
report average weekly losses of $2.50. 
One girl's total loss for Term I was 
$47. 
The girls suffering these losses re-
act with disappointment and disgust. 
Sharon Smith '68 noted, "Even the 
girls in my own dormitory, the ones 
who know me, are stealing mo!ley. 
It gives me a terrible feeling to think 
about it." She reported that girls are 
not only taking doughnuts without 
paying for them, but also taking mo-
ney from the change box. 
Consistent Losses 
One doughnut girl said, "They must 
do it to be cool, because no one here 
needs money badly enough to steal." 
When asked whether she thought the 
stealing was intentional, she replied, 
"My losses are too co!lSislie)'lt to be 
the result of carelessness." 
A "goodies" girl with $50 worth of 
inventory missing expressed disillu-
sionment, "I thought that I could 
trust people and the honor sysOO!n, 
but now I have to keep the box lock-
ed and establish special hours." 
Precautions 
"You just can't leave yourself open 
like that," claims Dorothy Kurz '68. 
who u!lli.ke the other girls, stays with 
the doughnuts on sale. ••Even though 
we have an honor system, people are 
the way they are, so you have to take 
precautions." 
by Susie Linder '67 
If the success of a play is meas-
ured by the degree to which it con-
forms to the author's definition of 
what a play should be and by the 
excellence of production, then "The 
Birthday Party" by Harold Pinter 
succeeds. 
Pinteresque Obscurity 
Al the Theater Company of Boston 
in the Hotel Touraine through Feb. 
27, the play, a flood of rapid dialogue, 
both mea!lingless, and significant, 
leaves the audience confused by the 
Pinteresque obscurity. One feels lost 
among fragmentary clues, sketchy 
ideas which seem to be as unrelated 
as the strange combination of char-
acters. 
Such is Pinter's intent, for he de-
fies the critic to attach a precise 
mea!ling to his works. In an essay, 
"Writing for the Theater," he ex-
presses a love for words, but a feel-
ing of nausea for "dead terminology, 
ideas endlessly repeated." 
The Unspoken Word 
Pinter's idea is never even spoken, 
yet he achieves his meaning as he 
blended through a "torrent of lan-
guage in which what we hear is an 
indication of what we don't hear." 
This is the feeling one gets as one 
watches Stanley Webber crack under 
the strain of deliberately incompre-
hensible accusatio!ls hurled by a pair 
of sinister men, strangers to him and 
yet somehow most intimately con-
m~cted with him. 
The men, Goldberg and McCann. 
exert a stra!lge power over Stanley 
causing him to lose all control of 
himself and succumb to an over-
whelmi!lg unexplained guilt. Pinter 
intends that we never know what 
this guilt is, or why the stra"lgers 
seek to destroy Stanley. 
Orgy of Horror 
A sense of injustice matches the 
sense of absurdity. Stanley, despite 
his self-<ielusion and his childishness 
is yet very lovable. He gives the 
cheerful, simple-minded Meg, the 
owner of the boarding house in which 
he stays, a'l outlet for both her ma-
ternal instincts and her need of girl-
ish flirtation. 
The household in which Stanley 
lives with Meg and her understand-
ing a!ld loving husband is a very 
affectionate one, .though mundane 
and restricted. With the entrance of 
the intruders, the atmosphere of fond 
and foolish affection becomes o!le of 
fear and suspicion. Stanley becomes 
increasingly nervous, irritable as the 
insinuations of Goldberg and McCa!ln 
become increasingly ominous. The 
play climaxes in a game of blind 
man's buff at Stanley's birthday cele-
bration which becomes a'l orgy of 
horror. 
Outstanding Cast 
Yet, the audience remains -0utside 
the lurid torchlight drama. The fault 
seems to lie in the play itself rather 
than in the acting, which is out-
standing. Director David Wheeler's 
sensitive a!ld dramatic interpretation 
is to his credit, for Pinter gives no 
guidelines for the realization of the 
characters of this extremely enig-
matic play. 
Photographers 
News welcomes members of any 
class to attend the try-out meeting. 
Juniors are especially encouraged. 
If you are unable to come Tues., 
call Terry Pristin '67 in Bates. 
Would· be photographers are 
urged to contact Karin Rosenthal 
'67 i!l Stone. If you ha~ had 
any experience at all, you are eli-
gible for the photography staff. 
Prospective advertising managers 
should call Harriet Older '66 in 
Beebe. 
Mrs. Sigmund Abeles, resident 
artist at Wellesley, will speak on 
"Is There A Jewish Art?", Tues-
day, Feb. 24, 4: 15 p.m. in Jewett. 
Transcript 
Final honors are conferred at Com-
mencement. The honors received dur-
ing junior year are written O!l the 
transcript immediately after convoca-
tion and remain during senior year; 
they do appear on the transcripts 
sent to graduate schools. They be-
come permanent, however, only if a 
girl maintai!ls honors when she grad-
uates. If a junior of Durant Scholar 
standing receives only Wellesley Col-
lege Scholar standing in se!lior year, 
record of both honors in their respec-
t ve years appears on her transcript. 
If, however, a junior of Wellesley 
College Scholar standing does not 
receive honors standing the following 
year no record of her junior honors 
appears on the final transcript. 
Miss Rhome, the Recorder, empha-
~ized that the more frequent case is 
that of a girl receivi.'lg or raising her 
honors standing in senior year, 
rather th.an losing or lowering it. 
Mark Epstein's and Josephine 
Lane's fine performances as Petey 
a!ld Meg demonstrate how good act-
ing can give true individuality to 
familiar characters. One is so con-
vinced by Meg's reality that one 
can ignore Miss Lane's uneven at-
tempts to capture the proper acce!lt. 
Paul Benedict as Stanley, though 
perhaps at first a little too conscious 
of his own acting, proceeds to create 
a character who one can love despite 
his obnoxious qualities. Larry Brygg-
mann 1 McCan!l l appreciates the thin 
line between comedy and overacting, 
as he snoops around the stage wilh 
his idiosyncratic walk and nervous 
habits, while Fra'lk Cassidy t Gold· 
bergi displays a marvelous command 
which allows his malicious nature to 
permeate his outward propriety and 
Hillel Seeks Opinions .. . 
suavity. 
Co111i11ued from paRe one 
to us, but reminded us that sacrifices 
of some interest group must be made 
in every policy decisio!l." 
To indicate the significance of the 
holiday, Sarah explained "Rosh ha-
Shanah is a solemn holy day. It is 
the Jewish New Year and begins the 
£eason of penitence which is to be a 
time of spiritual re-evaluatio!l and 
which is climaxed 10 days later by 
the Day of Atonement." She added 
"This year there will be religious 
Belle of the Ball services on the night of Sept. 14, and 
It is in the silences of the third the morning, afternoon and evening 
act. however, that the play becomes of Sept. 15. l!l orthodox and conserv-
really moving. As the hectic and alive syagogues these services will be 
frightening birthday party scene repeated on Sept. 16. The reform 
gives way to the calm of the next movement observes only the first 
morni!lg. an atmosphere of sadness day." 
and oppression hangs over Meg. Dates Public 
though she does not understand the The 1966.fil opening dates of 
significance of the past events. classes, decided last spring. were 
Her husband is more comprehend- made public in the July 1965 \\'elles-
i!lg, however, and when Stanley is I ley College Bulletin. The Administra-
brought down. a jibbering idiot whose t ive Board continued to discuss these 
torturers who have dressed him up dates throughout last fall, and pre-
like a mannikin in suit and top hat. se!lted them for Academic Council's 
one feels Petey's pain. Rising to a approval in January 1966. Members 
pitch of anger and aggressive!less. of Academic Council emphasize th3t 
he commands the men to surrender the Jewish holidays were considered 
Mr. Ernest Lacheman, professor of 
biblical history, pointed out that Jew-
ish faculty members as well as stu-
dents will be torn between holding 
classes and attendi!lg services on 
Sept. 15-16. He feels that the conflict 
will be felt most severely by Jewish 
instructors without tenure who might 
be apprehensive of jeopardizing their 
positions by not holding classes. 
Mr. Lacheman, who does have ten-
ure, stated "I am !lot going to have 
classes on Rosh ha-Shanah out of 
respect for the Jewish girls. I am 
not Jewish but I sympathize with the 
Jewish girls." He pointed out the 
impracticality of holding classes 
when there would be so many stu-
dent absences that he would have to 
repeat the class anyway. 
Hillel's Executive Board plans to 
circulate among faculty a!ld students 
a statement emphasizing the impor-
tance of Rosh ha-Shanah and the 
problems. both practical and psycho-
logical. the calendar is causing, and 
asking for support in havi!lg Rosh ha-
Shanah more carefully co!lsidered ir. 
future calendar selection. 
their victim. but realizing it will do when the 1966-67 opening dates were By making Academic Council 
no good, he retreats into his usual brought before Academic Council. One aware of the Jewish and no!l-Jewish 
submissiveness. The men leave. tak- member suggested to News that stu- student-faculty feeling. Hillel hopes 
ing Stanley with them a!ld the play dents with alternative calendars sub- to prevent the recurrence of such 
ends with Meg's pathetic attestation mit them to Academic Cou!lcil ' ronflicts which "alienate students. 
that yes, she was the belle of the ball through the Student Education Com· 1 parents and alumnae as well as cause 
at Stanley's birthday party. mittee. practical i!lconvenience ... 
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Professor Whitman Exa1nines Attacks M 
Homeric Standards of Criticism T. Abeles Discusses Exhibition 
by Pat Worsley '68 in the Homeric text. "It seems to 
Barbara Elden '66 I lear!l a thing about drawing." The 
"What I have to say has been said ~ only wa"! drawing can be learned !s 
here," commented Sigmund Abeles, I by lookmg. He commented that m 
pointing to the walls around him, at high schol he served a real appren-
lhe beginning of a'l informal gallery ticcship lo a local artist for two 
talk o!l his exhibit now being shown years, spending his afterno!ls there 
that it has great possibilities he would 
like to explore. He said he was in-
terested in the possibilities for de-me," he said, "these people are say-
ing, 'Homer could write, but he could 
not read.' " Otherwise Homer would 
have corrected his mistakes. 
"Last night I dreamed I fell asleep 
on the lectern . . . " Harvard profes-
sor of Greek and Latin Cedric H. 
Whitman began his lecture on Hom-
eric criticism Thursday night, Feb. 
10, in the Pope Room. 
". . . Teaching my class," he con-
tinued, "and when I woke up, some 
students were staring out windows, 
and some boys were kissing the girls. 
"But," he promised his audie!lce, 
"hopefully tonight's lecture won't be 
so dull as to permit you to sleep." 
Mr. Whitman cocked his head, 
pausi!lg to visualize a scribbling Ho-
mer "hastily throwing down a lyre 
and seizing a pen.·· 
in the Jewett Gallery. cleaning brushes and helping. 
Although he did let his works speak Commen•ing on artists who have in-
picting motion but be also would like 
to examine suspended motion. He 
mentioned that in 8 1/2 some parts 
were so beautiful that one would like 
lo have them frozen so they could be 
P-xamined more closely. 
Bards Changed? 
Mr. Whitman asserted that the ori· 
ginal Homeric text was oral , and ridi-
culed Kirk's conclusion of a " partly 
oral transmission." Mr. Whitma!l 
shrugged his shoulders. "Actually, I 
don't even know what a partly oral 
transrnislila means." 
mostly for themselves, Mr. Abeles flue!lced him, Mr. Abeles said tha' 
talked with students and visitors for Kathe Kolwitz "was my grandmother 
an hour Mo!lday afternoon, revealing more than any living person." Of 
much about his own development the contemporary artists Bergman 
and his work in general. and Felini are the most important to 
"In five years I went to six schools. ~im. '."-lthoug~ he has ~ever workoo 
earned two degrees and felt I didn't l!l their medium, the film, he feels 
Two Directions 
Mr. Abeles sees two directions in 
his present art. The first is a very 
subjective direction where a central 
idea. often a very literal idea. is dealt 
with. "I am not afraid of illustrat-
ing," he said. Undisputedly 'Un·soporific' 
Thereupon, Professor Whitman, 
author of Abelard 1 a work Wellesley 
assistent professor of Greek and La· 
tin Mary R. Lefkowitz in her intro-
duction described as "modern poetry 
to us classics stude!lts" l, launched an 
undisputedly "un-soporific" attack on 
Jeffrey Kirk's analysis of Homeric 
standards of criticism. 
Mrs Lefkowitz had earlier inform-
ed th~ audience of the "ambiguous 
stance" advanced by Mr. Kirk at a 
national Latin confere!lce last year 
and Mr. Whitman's intentions to "ex-
plain exactly what those standards of 
criticism were." 
Singers Uke Caveman 
Mr. Whitma'l began by defining the 
"biggest single question before us to-
day" as the "date of the first original 
text of Homer's poems." He added 
that the oral theory has only made 
this issue more complicated, since 
scholars "now not only have to con-
sider when but why." 
Kirk's further insights included 
textual revision wrought by "oral 
bards who transmitted and cha'lged" 
the tradition. 
52 Duel 
To dispute Kirk's theory of textual 
revisions, Mr. Whitman referred to 
existent anomalies, citing a passage 
from Homer in which one of the 
Greeks points to the Trojan troops, 
explainbg their presence. "After be-
ing besieged by these people for 9 
years you figure they would have 
recognized them by now," Mr. Whit-
man observed drily. 
Mr. Whitman also mentioned "ir-
rational duels," which occur in the 
text. In the Odyssey a duel is describ-
ed "with no less than 52 you.'lg men 
as the subject." 
'Our Ignorance?' 
According to Mr. Whitman ''no 
manuscript variants in any of these 
duel passages exist," which fact 
seems to preclude the theory of mul· 
tiple authorship. 
Sara Stoker '68 eontempeates Slpmuna Abeles's "Self-Portrait as a Day 
The second directio!l is a much 
more objective one. This one is more 
recent and is a going back to learn-
ing. The works in this direction en-
tail worki!lg with a model, looking 
and recording objectively what he 
secs. "I am hoping that through re-
seeing I will be able lo do things out 
of my head better," Mr. Abeles con-
tinued. 
Commenting further on the subjec-
tive direction, Mr. Abeles said that 
the idea may be the i!litial spring-
board but the technical execution, 
the vocabulary of line, was what 
finally determined the nature of the 
picture. 
"Today artists have more freedom 
than ever before. The thing to be 
is anything that is good.'' "Consist-
ency seems to define today's art.·· 
Mr. Al>cles feels. A!l artist can do 
anything that he can do consistently. 
He also feels that the "story of the 
starving artist is fortunately over." 
He mentioned, however. that the com-
pulsion to work frequently goes in 
young artists; they do !lot know what 
to do. 
Describing the oral singers as be-
ing "like Rudyard Kipli!lg's caveman 
-they couldn't write, wouldn't write, 
and didn't want to," Mr. Whitman 
stated that the Homeric singers shar-
ed this same "indifference to writ-
Mr. Whitman believed the text to 
have been written around 725-700 
B.C., while Homer was still livi!lg. Dreamer''. E d P l -------=-=~---=----;:::;-------• xo us ane ... 
ing." 
Toss Lyre, Grip Pen 
He cautioned agai.'lst the often-ex-
pressed reaction of "But of course 
Homer's poems must have been writ-
ten. How else could they be so per-
fectly structured?" Mr. Whitman dis-
missed this assumption as false with 
a reminder of the anomalies existent 
No Degeneration 
Mr. Whitman could find no evidence 
that oral tradition had been "dege!l· 
Ethiopian Music Enraptures 
Three Sisters ... 
Continued from page one 
trays Solyony; both actors have ap-
peared frequently with the Wellesley 
College Theatre. 
Olga, the eldest of the three sis-
ters, teacher and finally headmistress 
at the girls' high school, comforts the 
others while finding no satisfaction 
or excillement in her own life of devo-
tion to duty. Martha Craven '68, last 
seen on the Wellesley stage as Lady 
Bountiful in The Beaux' Stratagem, 
plays Masha. 
Brother's Contribution 
Audrey Prozorov, the brother of the 
three sisl'ers, whose decli!le from aca-
demic ambitions to contentment with 
a minor civil service post contributes 
to the desolation of their lives, is 
played by Paul Donlon, another Wel-
lesley College Theatre veteran. Car-
ma Morrill '67, will take the part of 
Audrey's unfaithful wife, Natasha. 
She, with the help of her lover, the 
never see!l Protopopov, drives the 
sisters from their home and gains 
control of their property. 
Others in the cast are Richard 
Glover <Nonno in The Night of The 
Iguana> as the old doctor, Chebuty-
kin, Wayne Scott as Ferapont. the 
doorman, a'ld Keeton Turner as a 
young lieutenant; each has played 
several roles for the Wellesley Col-
lege Theatre. Gina Burnes '69 takes 
the part of Anfisa, the Prozorov's 
old nurse. 
erated or infiltrated and sapped" of Aided by a number of rustic instru-
its energy. The decline in oral tradi- ments a'!d authentic field tapes, Mr. 
lion was "quantitative, not qualita- Halim El-Dabh acquainted his audi· 
live." It's not known whe!l oral tra- ence with the unique charm of Ethi· 
dition died out, but there is "no rea- opion folk music. 
~.'~ think it degenerated in qua- Mr. El-Dabh's scholarly research 
Mr. Whitman barbed his attack. in this hitherto unexplored field was 
"There's no need to develop a quali· supported by a Rockefeller grant 
titavie degeneratio!l theory to account which allowed him to spend the years 
for passages we don't like." 1962-64 recording and transcribing 
'Dictation' Triumphs music all over Ethiopia. O!l native 
Continuing his logic, Mr. Whitman instruments which he acquired by 
acknowledged the impossibility of a trading with village people - two 
verbatim oral tradition. However, he simple stringed instruments and sev-
rejected the idea that the rhapsodists, era! drums - he illustrated the vari-
singers who recited Homeric poetry, ous techniques of producing music 
interpolated their own material. "No which are peculiar to restricted areas 
oral singer ever memorizes a text in the country. These instrument. 
a!ld no memorizer of text ever some as rudime!ltary as one string 
creates lines of his own." stretched over a sheep-skin sound 
What happened? Mr. Whitman ad- box which is bowed with horse-hair, 
vocated a theory of dictation, which have astonishingly various sounds 
attributes the creation of a written when played by a skilled musician. 
text to the popularity achieved by the Varied Styles 
rhapsodists' productions. The wonderfully clear field tapes 
Mr. Whitman summarized his case. illustrated many styles of native 
Since "there were no rhapsodic inter- music; vocal-instrumental ensembles. 
polalions, !lO degenerate oral tradi- vocal polypho!ly, dramatic song, and 
lion, and no 'base' singers, . . . the love song. Some of the instrumental 
texts we now have are fundamentally music had rhythmic and improvisa-
quite close to the original." tory qualities reminiscent of Ameri-
-------
CG Presidency ... 
Continued from pat:e 0 11e 
ing the success of Senate. The Louis-
ville, Kentucky junior, has served in 
dormitory orrices and as Vice-Presi-
de!lt of C.G. She is known by many 
for her work as Junior Show Chair-
man. 
provide a good opportunity for com-
munication between students and Ad· 
ministrative officials as well as be· 
tween class-officers and students. 
Weekly Reports 
Besides facing a new administra-
tive president, the successful C.G. 
candidate will have to deal with old 
problems. A prime example: How 
can the Wellesley College student 
Set Designs body become more interested in Sen-
Mr. Scott has designed three set- ate? Each candidate has a!l opinion 
tings in the style of the turn of the on this issue. 
Debbie Davis believes "approach-
ability" is vital and totally 1>0ssible 
in ~ch a small college as Wellesley. 
She offers a two-poi!lt plan for ar-
ranging closer contact between C.G. 
and the "representatives who are 
most representative" of student opi-
nion. First, she encourages more or-
ganization amo!lg the Sophomore 
Senate Reps and greater use of lheir 
weekly meetings with the dorms. She 
would like to see members of the Sen-
ate, including the President, visit 
these dorm meetings. 
Ce!ltury: part of the drawing room Stress Classes 
and the dining room of the Prozorov Shelley Parry proposes a "tighten-
bouse; Olga's bedroom; and the gar- ing" of the existing C.G. structure in 
den of the Prozorov house. order to get all student opinion into 
In Three Sisters Chekhov paints a the right channels for action. She fa. 
meticulously detailed picture of the vors greater utilizatio!l of the class-
gradual defeat -of refinement and sen- officer structure for this purpose. 
sitivity by coarser elements in the She envisions a two-way bucket bri-
family a!ld society he depicts. The gade of opinion, from Senate to So-
three sisters suffer painful losses. phomore Senate Reps to Class Reps 
But at the play's close they face the to student opinion in the dorms and 
uncertain future with courage, resolu- back to the Sophomore Senate Reps 
tion and a hope that the future will who would take what they heard to 
be brighter, if not for them then for I Senate. 
those who come after them. Shelley also feels excha!lge dinners 
Secondly, Debbie wishes to promote 
the institution of weekly reports at 
Se!late by the Chairmen of House 
Presidents' Council . Vil Juniors, 
S.E .C .. and Sophomore Senate Reps. 
"Air Everything" 
Gage Heath sees the Jack of inter-
est in Senate as the result of fear or 
apathy. Students don't bring issues to 
Senate because they are "afraid," or 
can jazz. 
The lecturer emphasized that Afri· 
c::m folk music cannot be judged fair-
ly according to Western sta!ldards of 
art. Ethiopians create their own "ac· 
couslical reality" with their voices 
and instruments; specific pitch is less 
important in their music than range 
and timbre a'!d the quality of sound 
which is produced. Mr. El-Dabh drew 
an interesting analogy between non· 
Western and electronic music which 
both break down pitch relatio!ls. 
Exposure lo Idiom 
Mr. El-Dabh, a composer as well 
as a musicologist, admits that his ex-
posure to the folk idiom has strongly 
influenced his own style of compo-
sition. 
"they do!l't care.'' Gage believes. 
however, that "representation will 
change without changing the set-up" 
if the recent trend towards informal 
discussions of issues at Senate is en-
couraged. She supports having a short 
period of time set aside every three 
or four Senate meeti!lgs in which 
~ludents and faculty "air every-
thing." 
Diane Sawyer also believes more 
"frankness" is needed in the Senate. 
She, loo, wants Senate to come in clo-
ser contact with students and is will-
ing to visit dormitories weekly to pro-
mote this. By fitting at least one is-
sue of important concern to students 
i!lto the Senate agenda each time, 
she would hope to stimulate interest 
~t the meetings. 
Specific Issues 
In their interviews, Debbie Davis 
did not desire to make campaign pro-
mises and Diane Sawyer emphasized 
primarily her "activist" attitude. 
Gage Heath and Shelley Parry, on the 
other hand, offered specific campaign 
issues. Gage stro!lgly wants to see 
calendar days abolished. "If a thing 
is done away with in principle it 
should be done away with in fact ," 
she states. She also wants to see more 
academic matters dealt with in Sen· 
ate, believing other issues could be 
dealt with more briefly. 
Shelley Parry wants the "rules sys-
tem to be harmo!lious with the hon-
ors system" particularly in the case 
of Boston area overnight permissions 
and outside permissions. 
Run-around Monday 
Run-arounds, to be held Monday, 
February 21, will a'lnounce to Wel-
lesley students which of these varied 
candidates they have chosen. 
Co11ti1111C'cl {mm par:e ffrC' 
citizens and government. 
Dissatisfaction-Exodus 
In trying to decide how to demon-
strate their dissatisfaction. the par-
ents rejected sit-ins and boycotts be-
cause they had tried them before and 
found they inco!lvenienced no one but 
themselves. Instead they took ad-
vantage of the "open enrollment"' law 
and transported over 400 children to 
fourlren S(•hools with vaca!ll scats. 
Results of this "Exodus" have 
been quite satisfactory; the parents 
feel their children are learning more, 
that their marks are more objective 
and that the teachers are spending 
more time with each child. The pro-
gram is being supplemented by tu-
torial efforts a!ld youth groups, Mrs. 
Jackson explained. 
Never let it be said there is no 
opportunity for political activism 
on the Wellesley campus. Shatter 
that apalhy with a devastating 
political cartoo!l. Entries due Feb. 





Prayers by MALCOLM BOYD 
The book of uncommon prayer 
- by the Episcopal priest who is 
"chaplain-at-large to U.S. col· 
lege students." - Time 
3rd LARGE PRINTING 
Only $3.95 at your 
college bookstore 
- Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. -
CAMPUS 
Friday, Feb. 18 - Concert by Odet-
ta Alumnae Hall, 8 pm., admission 
$2 
Dormitory parties till 1 a.m. 
Saturday, Feb. 19 - Jean Anouilh's 
Leocadia, presented by French De-
partment, in French, Jewett Rehear-
sal Room,· 1 p.m. 
Old Movies - Pendleon Hall, 1:30 
p.m. 
Winter Weekend Dance, Alumnae 
Ballroom, 8:30 p.m., adm. $3. 
<Dormitories open till 1 a.in. l 
Sunday, Feb. 20 - Campus singing 
groups in dorms. 2: 15 p.m. 
Monday, Feb. 21 - Lecture by 
Krister Stendahl presented by the 
Biblical History Dept. Pe:idleton 7: 45 
p.m. 
Tuesday, Feb. 22 - The English 
Department presents Malcolm Brad-
bury speaking on "The Comic Novel." 
Jewett, 7:30 p.m. 
The History Department presents a 
film documentary. Pendleton, 7:30 
p.m. 
The Senate of the Wellesley Col-
lege Governme:it meets. Billings, 
7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, Feb. 23 - Chemistry 
Department Lecture. Dr. David M. 
Herculison, Assistant Professor of 
Chemistry at M.I.T. Topic: "Chemi-
luminescence." Pendleton, 8 p.m 
French Department dinner for Ju:i-
ior majors Rec. Building, <Meeting 
in the lounge afterward. l 
Thursday, Feb. 24 - Art Club Film 
Series. "Exploration of the Art of the 
Film." The Works of Calder, La 
Cathedral des Morts, L' Art Retrouve, 
and Guemica. Pe:idleton. 7:30 p.m. 
Winter{ est ... 
Continued from page ffre 
performances include an old-fash-
ioned band concert with the Harvard 
Universit} Ba'ld, and a tribute to 
Leonard Bernstein by members of 
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, with 
Beverly Sills as soloist, Feb. 20. 
Erich Leinsdorf will conduct the Bos-
ton Symphony in a full concert Feb. 
22 at 8:30. 
Martyn Green, considered the 
greatest living portrayer of Gilbert 
and Sulliva:i roles, will present his 
"ballads, songs and snatches" in a 
show entitled "Mr. Gilbert, Mr. Sul-
livan and Mr. Green." He will sing 
excerpts from the operettas and par-
ticipate in a brief dialogue about the 
lives of the two collaborators on Feb. 
21 at 8:30 a!ld Feb. 22 at 2:00. 
Phil Ochs Sings in "Folkfest" 
Cleveland's Karamu Theatre will 
perform in a new calypso musical, 
Man, Better Man, Feb. 24 at 8:30 and 
Feb. 25 at 2:30. Friday night, Feb. 25, 
will be Ethnic Folk Dance Night, and 
will feature dances from around the 
world. 
Folk music stars Phil Ochs, Mimi 
and Richard Farina, Jackie Wash-
ington, The Chambers Brothers, Son 
House, The New Lost City Ramblers, 
Cousin Emmy, and The Stanley 
Brothers will join in the first part of 
a two-day "Folkfest" which highlights 
the final weekend of WINTERFEST 
'66. They will perform o:i Feb. 26 at 
8:30. The "Folkfest" will include 
bluegrass, rhythm and blues, rag-
time, and familiar folk music. Also, 
there will be workshops, lectures, 
and a huge banjo contest. 
On Sunday, Feb. 27 at 8:30, Muddy 
Waters, Jim Kweskin and the Jug 
Band, Doc Watson, Jean Redpath, 
The Lilly Brothers. The Charles 
River Valley Boys, Roscoe Holcomb, 
a'!d Tom Paxton will have the stage. 
On Saturday, Feb. 19 at the Shera-
ton Boston Hotel a two-part seminar 
on urban planning will be presented. 
Edward J. Logue, Development Ad-
ministrator, Boston Redevelopment 
Authority, will moderate the first 
part, on "Urban Design or Urban 
Disasters?" at 2:00. Panelists will 
include architects and authors Vin-
cent Scully, Chloethiel Woodard 
Smith, Philip Johnson, Peter Cher-
mayeff, and Paul D. Spreiregen. 
The second part, City Lights, the 
Creation of an. Exciting Nightscape, 
will be moderated by Joseph L. Eld-
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MUSIC 
Friday, Feb. 18 and Monday, Feb. 
21 - Don Giovanni presented by the 
Opera Company of Boston under the 
artistic direction of Sarah Caldwell 
with the original Prague version of 
the score. Wi!Jiam as Don Giovanni, 
Beverly Sills as Donna Anna, Brenda 
Lewis as Donna Elvira. Sale of sub-
scription tickets closes Feb. 17. No 
single tickets available. 
Donova'I, England's most popular 
folk singer in his first American con-
cert, Jordan Hall, 8:30 p.m. Tickets 
$4, $3.25, $2.50. <He has appeared at 
Newport and has two albums on the 
Hickory label His song "Colours" 
was recorded by Joan Baez recently. l 
Saturday, Feb. 19 - Concert. Gard-
ner Museum. Ray Fe:inelle, Baritone. 
Robert Paul Sullivan, Guitar. 3 p.m. 
Sunday, Feb. 20 - The Boston Uni-
versity Celebrity Series presents Hans 
Richter-Haaser. piano. Jordan Hall. 
3 p.m. 
Co:icert. Gardner Museum. Mat-
thew Raimondi, violin and Lawrence 
Smith, piano. 3 p.m. 
The Tnternational Student Associa-
tion presents a flute-chamber music 
concert featuring Mario:i Valesek. 
8 p.m. 
Thursday, Feb. 24 - Concert. Gard-
ner Museum. Bassoon trio with John 
Miller, Frank Nizzari, Richard Vrot-
ney. 3 p.m. 
ART 
The Boston Museum of Fine Arts 
presents the John Singleto:i Copley 
Exhibition continuing through March 
6, and the recent acquisitions of the 
Classical Department. Feb. 15 
through April 15. 
The De Cordova Museum presents 
redge at 4:00. Speakers will be Gvor-
gy Kepes, Eric and Eleanor Larra-
bee, and Everett C. Hughes. 
Wellesley Prof. on Panel 
"East-West Trade: Past and Pros-
pects" will be the topic of a seminar 
on Feb. 23 at 3:30, also at the War 
Memorial Auditorium. The chairman 
of foe program is Professor Leo Lip-
so:i, Yale Law School. The partici-
pants include: Marshall Goldman, 
Associate Professor of Economics, 
Wellesley, and Associate, Russian 
Research Center, Harvard; James A. 
Drain. President. Joy Manufacturing 
Company, Pittsburgh; Jaroslav 
Merci, Commercial Attache, Czech-
oslovakian Embassy, Washington, 
D.C. 
Mr. Merci will discuss the needs 
and problems of East-West trade and 
the nature of the Czech market, 
while Mr. Drain will mention his 
company's eiq>eriences in trade with 
the East. Mr. Goldman will cite 
trends and additional evidence, and 
show advantages and disadvantages 
for American trade. 
Even Interest In Bible 
Other lectures inclue Dr. Samuel 
Sandmel's talk on "The First Chris-
tian Century," a'ld Dr. Herbert 
Richardson's discussion of "Contem-
porary Atheism" - both on Feb. 'J:l. 
There will be demonstrations of con-
temporary crafts and exhibitions 
from museums including the Fogg, 
the BMFA, a:id the Institute of Con-
temporary Art. 
Perhaps the internationally known 
mimes. Kenneth Martin and Suzanne, 
who will appear Feb. 19 at 3:30 and 
8:30, best describe the total effect 
of WINTERFEST '66 with the title of 
their show - Beyond Words. 
GET DISCOUNT CAl.D 
• Patnl Medkiale • VitamiM 
Colmetic. • Toiletrit1 ·Etc ... 
CAllOLL'S (Sel-Mec, IK.) 
JTJ Watlliqta. ScrMI 
oppoeit. Villafl Cina~ 
C.U CE '·2'89 f« F,.. Dlli"'Y 
lloun Moa.-S&t. I a.m.-' •• 
HAND KNIT SWEATERS 
MADE TO ORDER 
Can Betty Lou Gordon 
358-7145 
During the current C.G. elec-
tio:is News wishes to be of as 
much aid as possible in acquaint-
ing the student body with the ex-
perience, views, and proposals of 
the various candidates for office. 
We encourage everyone to avail 
themselves of the oportunity to in-
troduce new faces or further eluci-
date a candidate's opinions by 
means of a letter addressed to 
News. 
All letters should be typewritten 
110-80 marginsJ and should be 
placed in 41 Green by Mon. of the 
week of publication. Please take 
limitatio:is of space into consider-
ation. 
"Polish Art Today" Feb. 13-Mar. 13. 
The Boston University Art Gallery 
presents "The Photographer and the 
City" from the Library of Congress 
through March 8. 
THEATER 
The Theater Company of Boston 
presents the American Premier of 
The Happy Haven by John Arden 
through Feb. 'J:l , and The Birthday 
Party by Harold Pinter, directed by 
David Wheeler through Feb. 'J:l. Hotel 
Tourai:ie. Special matinee Feb. 23 
at 2:30 p.m. 
The Boston University School of 
Fine Arts presents The Playboy of the 
Western World by J. M. Synge, di-
rected by William Lacey. Feb. 24-26, 
Boston University Theater, 264 Hun-
tington Ave., 8:30 p.m. 
Bradbury to Talk 
On 'Comic Novel' 
Malcolm Bradbury. the author of 
two comic novels, will bring first-
hand knowledge to his lecture on 
"The Comic Novel," to be given in 
Jewett Tuesday, Feb. 22 at 7:30 p.m. 
Mr. Bradbury has been prolific in 
\'irtually all forms of literary activity. 
He has published 2 volumes of humor-
ous essays, a full-length critical study 
of Evelyn Waugh, critical essays and 
book reviews in English and Ameri-
can periodicals. He has written tele-
vision plays for BBC television (and 
some sketches for "That Was the 
Week That Was"l, radio scripts, 
stage revues ; is editor of a forth-
comi:ig collection of critical essays 
on E. M. Forster and of the Penguin 
Companion to American Literature; 
his first volume of poems will appear 
this spring. 
Return to Hillesley 
His first novel , Eating People Is 
Wrong 11960), dealt with the trials of 
a:i English academic. In Stepping 
Westward Mr. Bradbury transports 
an Englishman to the United States, 
with some startling and ludicrous re-
sults. An important character in the 
novel is Julie Snowflake, stude!lt at 
an eastern girls' college called Hilles-
ley. <Mr. Bradbury visited Wellesley 
for the first time in 1960l . 
This year Mr. Bradbury holds an 
ACLS Fellowship to complete a study 
of American literary expatriates. He 
is a lecturer in English at the Uni-
versity of East Anglia. His experience 
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Art Club Series Will Include 
German and American Films 
Following its program of "Surreal-
ism," the Art Club will present 2 
films, Thursday, Feb. 17 at 7:30 p.m. 
in Pendleton - Leni Riefenstahl's 
Olympia <Part Ill and Pare Lorentz's 
The River. 
AccordL'lg to the Museum of Mod-
ern Art in New York, Olympia is a 
document of the Xlth Olympic games 
of 1936 in Berlin. Leni Riefenstahl, 
the director, and her corps of cam-
eramen used every kind of apparatus 
to film the event. They registered 
over a million feet of film, conceal-
ing cameras i:t pits, mounting them 
on electrically propelled Poles on 
traveling cranes, cars, boats, bal-
loons. 
Gymnastic and aquatic event:;, 
rowing, pole, soccer, bicycling and 
equestrian feats were filmed. Beyond 
its beauty a!ld interest as a sports 
record, Olympia was intended as 
propaganda by the Germans. 
The River, produced by the Farm 
Security Administration in 1937 pre-
sents the story of the Mississippi 
River Basin, of the industrial and 
agricultural expansion which led to 
its exploitation a'ld ruin, and of the 
efforts to control its floods by refor-
estation and the TV A. The film was 
directed by Pare Lorentz, photo· 
graphed by Willard Van Dyke, Sta-
cey Woodard and Floyd Crosby. Its 
visualization, with much-quoted com-
mentary has made it a masterpiece 
in the history of the American film 
These 2 films form the second pro-
gram in a film series SPo:tsored by 
the Art Club. The third program of 
the series will be presented on Feb. 
24 and will include films of artists at 
work. 
Stendahl to Speak at Bible Lecture 
On Significance and: Form of Gospel 
Dr. Krister Stendahl of Harvard 
Divinity School. will discuss "The 
Nature of a Gospel" at the Sophomore 
Bible Lecture on the New Testament 
on Monday, Feb. 21, at 7:45 p.m. in 
Pendleton. 
This promises to be a non-super-
ficial approach to the topic, said J. 
Kenneth Kuntz, assistant professor of 
Biblical history and chairman of the 
department's lecture committee. In 
the talk, Dr. Stendahl will relate the 
literal definition of "gospel," that is, 
"good news, " to the form it should 
take in a religious context, and de-
fi:ie its significance in relation to the 
New Testament. 
in the United States also includes a 
year at Yale on a British Association 
of American Studies Fellowship. He 
has given or will give lectures this 
year at Brown, Smith, Amherst, 
M.I.T. , and the University of Califor-
nia at Berkeley and Davis. 
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IUIElTS 
IJ o..ar.l s.r.. 
"THE UGLY DACHSHUND" 
11:00 1:00 3:00 
5: 10 7:20 9:30 
- - -plus- - -
"WINNIE THE POOH" 
an all cartoon 
featurette in color 
Frothingham Professor 
Born in Sweden, Dr. Stendahl was 
educated there, in Paris and in Cam-
bridge. Before coming to Harvard, 
he was a lecturer and chaplain at 
Upsala University. L'I 1959-60, Dr. 
Stendahl lectured and did research in 
Sweden under a Guggenheim Grant. 
At Harvard, he is now the Frothing-
ham Professor of Biblical Studies. 
Known as an authority o:i the Dead 
Sea Scrolls, Matthew and Biblical 
theology, he has published numerous 
articles and books on these topics. 
His writings include The Called and 
the Chosen, and The School of Saint 
Matthew and its Use of the Old Testa-
ment. Dr. Stendahl edited The Scrolls 
and the New Testament, and contri-
buted to an anthology of articles en-
titled The Bible and Modem Society. 
As a former member of the board 
of Preachers, Dr. Stendahl has spo-
ken several times before at Wellesley. 
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ENDS THURS., Feb. 17 I At 3 & 8 
Laurence Olivier's "OTHELLO" 
5 Days Beginning Friday, Nov. 18 
Evenings Only 
Paul Ford and Connie Stevens in 
"NEVER TOO LATE" 
Afts. and Eves. 
Patty Duke in "SILLIE" 
Co-Hit Sat., Mon., Tues. Mats. 
"OLE REX" 
7 Days Beginning Wed., Feb. 23 
Evenings Only - Doris Day in 
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